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TO:   Members of the Council on Academic Affairs 
FROM:  
   Aaron Thompson 
   Associate Vice President 
 
DATE: August 14, 2006 
 
RE:   Meeting-Council on Academic Affairs 
 
The Council on Academic Affairs will meet on August 17, at 1:30 PM in the Robert R. Martin 
Room of the Coates Building.  The agenda and attachments are available through the Council on 
Academic Affairs Web site at:  http://www.academicaffairs.eku.edu/committee/ 
academic_council/.  These items will be available each month no later than the Friday before the 
scheduled meeting.  If you cannot attend the meeting, please contact Rhonda Goode either by 
phone at x22076 or e-mail rhonda.goode@eku.edu. 
               
 
AGENDA 
 
1. Council on Academic Affairs Minutes – May 18, 2006 
               
 
OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE 
 
Graduation Regalia  National Pan-Hellenic Council Effective:  Fall 2006   
               
 
OFFICE OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
 
Pre-College Curriculum Requirements    Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
Withdrawal Policy       Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906 
 Office of Academic Affairs and Research 
Associate Vice President 
University Programs 
 
2 Keen Johnson 
521 Lancaster Avenue 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3163 
(859) 622-2076   Fax (859) 622-6518
 OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS 
 
Program Revision  African/African-American Studies Effective:  Fall 2006 
     Minor 
 
Program Revision  African/African-American Studies Effective:  Fall 2006 
     Certificate 
              
  
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
 
Graduation Regalia  Pi Sigma Alpha   Effective:  Fall 2006 
      Political Science 
               
 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY 
 
New Course   BTO 300    Effective:  Spring 2007 
New Course   BTO 400    Effective:  Spring 2007 
               
 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES 
 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science 
New Course   CLS 290    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  CLS 350    Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  CLS 355    Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
Department of Family and Consumer Sciences 
Course Revision  CDF 327    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  CDF 343    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Program Revision  Apparel Design & Merchandising  Effective:  Spring 2007 
      (B.S.) 
 
Program Revision  Child & Family Studies (B.S.) Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Program Revision  Family & Consumer Sciences Effective:  Spring 2007 
      Education (B.S.) 
 
Program Revision  Early Childhood Education  Effective:  Spring 2007 
      (A.A.S.) 
 
 
POSTPONED
POSTPONED
 COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES - continued 
 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
New Course   PHE 530    Effective:  Spring 2007 
New Course   PHE 730    Effective:  Spring 2007 
New Course   PHE 805    Effective:  Spring 2007 
New Course   PHE 810    Effective:  Spring 2007 
New Course   PHE 840    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Program Revision  Physical Education (M.S.)  Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Department of Health Promotion and Administration 
Program Revision  Medical Practice Management Effective:  Spring 2007 
      (B.S.) 
 
Department of Occupational Therapy 
New Course   OTS 301Z    Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  OTS 312    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  OTS 362    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  OTS 421    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  OTS 432    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  OTS 845    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Course Revision  OTS 870    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
Department of Recreation and Park Administration 
Program Revision  Recreation & Park    Effective:  Spring 2007 
      Administration (B.S.)  
 
 
POSTPONED
POSTPONED
POSTPONED
POSTPONED
POSTPONED
POSTPONED
COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from May 18, 2006 
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs 
COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
MINUTES 
May 18, 2006 
 
Members Present:  Verna Freer, Carole Garrison, Gary Kuhnhenn, Liz Throop, Janna 
Vice, Deborah Whitehouse, James Chapman, Chair, Aaron 
Thompson, Vice-Chair 
 
Members Absent:  Scott Amundsen, Byron Bond, Steve Byrn*, Tina Davis*, E.J. 
Keeley*, Gerald Pogatshnik*, Kathryn Polmanteer*, Sandra 
Moore, Carolyn Siegel  
 
    *indicates prior notification 
 
Non-Members Present: Sue Cain, Linda Turner, Tina Puckett, John Wade 
              
To view amendments go to http://www.academicaffairs.eku.edu/committee/academic_council/ 
 
APPROVED 
Council on Academic Affairs Minutes – April 20, 2006 
              
 
Graduation Regalia  Lamba Sigma Society  Effective:  Summer 2006 
              
 
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
 
APPROVED 
Advanced Placement Program Credit    Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
APPROVED 
International Baccalaureate Organization Diploma Credit  Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
APPROVED 
CLEP® Test Credit       Effective:  Fall 2006 
              
 
GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH 
 
WITHDRAWN 
Item of Discussion  500/700 Syllabus Guidelines 
               
 
 
 
COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from May 18, 2006 
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
 
Department of Anthropology, Sociology & Social Work 
APPROVED 
Program Revision  Anthropology (B.A.)   Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
Department of Economics 
APPROVED 
Course Revision  ECO 130    Effective:  Spring 2007 
               
 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY 
 
Department of Communication 
APPROVED 
Course Revision  PUB 490    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
APPROVED 
Program Revision  Public Relations (B.A.)   Effective:  Fall 2006  
 
Editorial Change – Curriculum Form – Informational Item Only 
Program Revision  Dispute Resolution (Minor)  Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
Management, Marketing, & Administrative Communication 
APPROVED AS AMENDED 
Course Revision  ACC 850    Effective:  Spring 2007 
Course Revision  CCT 850    Effective:  Spring 2007 
Course Revision  CIS 850    Effective:  Spring 2007 
Course Revision  FIN 850    Effective:  Spring 2007 
Course Revision  GBU 851    Effective:  Spring 2007 
Course Revision  MGT 850    Effective:  Spring 2007 
Course Revision  MKT 850    Effective:  Spring 2007 
Course Revision  QMB 850    Effective:  Spring 2007 
 
APPROVED AS AMENDED 
Program Revision  Business Administration (M.B.A.) Effective:  Spring 2007 
               
 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES 
 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science 
APPROVED 
Program Revision  Clinical Laboratory Technology  Effective:  Fall 2006 
      (A.S.)  
               
COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from May 18, 2006 
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs 
COLLEGE OF JUSTICE & SAFETY 
 
Department of Criminal Justice & Police Studies 
APPROVED 
Course Dropped  CRJ 540    Effective:  Fall 2006  
Course Dropped  CRJ 740    Effective:  Fall 2006  
 
APPROVED 
New Course   CRJ 843    Effective:  Fall 2006  
New Course   CRJ 844    Effective:  Fall 2006 
 
 
 
CAA - 08-17-06
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
'\atinnnl l'an- llcllcnic ( num·•l 
To the Council on Academic Affairs: 
S1•r·l'ing Kentuckians Since 1906 
128 Powell Student Center 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102 
(859) 622-3855 
FAX: (859) 622-6598 
This year, the National Pan-HeUenic Council, the governing council for historically black 
Greek letter organizations, held its first annual Black Graduation Ceremony. At this recognition 
program, all students who had indicated their heritage being African American and their 
graduation date spring or summer 2006, were invited to attend. These students were entertained 
with music from a talented pianist and beard inspiring word from our very own faculty member, 
Dr. Michael Foster. The highlight of the program was the graduating students in attendance 
receiving their Kente stoles to wear duri11g the graduation ceremony. 
Attached you will fmd a picture of a Kentc stole, typically worn by African American 
students at graduation ceremonies. Kente cloths are reserved for very important and special 
social occasions. Originally, they were not meant to be used for daily activities or as ordinary 
wear. These symbolic stoles reflect Lhe spirit of the occasion. such as graduation from college. 
The wearing of these Kente stoles would be an honor for any member of the African 
American community graduating from Eastern Kentucky University. The National Pan-Hellenic 
Council also makes a commitment to continue recognizing the African American graduates with 
a Black Graduation Ceremony for Spring, Summer and December graduates. The members of 
the National Pan-llelle1lic Counci l truly appreciate your time and consideration. 
With appreciation, 
Heather Poyntz 
NPHC President 
~~~i~t}j,~ 
Associate Director 
Student illvolvement & Leadershjp 
CAA - 08-17-06
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906 
Office of Academic Affatrs and Research 
Assistant Vice President 
Enrollment Management 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
Council on Academic Affairs 
Edward J. Keeley, Ph.D. 
Interim Assistant Vice President 
Enrollment Management 
May30, 2006 
SSB CP063 
521 Lancaster A venue 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3 163 
(859) 622-3047 Fax (859) 622- 1479 
RE: Proposal for Remediation Plan of the Kentucky Precollege Curriculum for Fall 2006 
I wish to put forward the following proposal for the Council on Academic Affairs' consideration: 
The Remediation Plan for the Kentucky Precollege Curriculum should be revised to reflect changes in courl'le 
otlerings and courses approved for the general education program for fall 2006. Attached is a chart containing 
proposed courses to remediate these needs. Our updated preco!Jege curriculum remediation plan will need to be sent 
to CPE. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Attachments 
Eastern Kenrucky University is an Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Instirution 
Proposal for Remediation Plan of the Kentucky Precollege Curriculum for Fall 2006 
 
The Remediation Plan for the Kentucky Precollege Curriculum should be revised to reflect changes in 
course offerings and courses approved for the general education program for fall 2006.  Attached is a chart 
containing proposed courses to remediate these needs.  Our updated precollege curriculum remediation plan 
will need to be sent to CPE. 
 
Pre-College Curriculum Requirements Beginning Fall 2004 
 
Beginning Fall 2004, the PCC requirements are 
Χ Four credits of English/Language Arts (English I, II, III, and English IV or AP English). 
Χ Three credits of Mathematics (Algebra I, Algebra II, and Geometry)*. 
Χ Three credits of Social Studies (from U.S. History, Economics, Government, World Geography, and  
World Civilization) 
Χ Three credits of Science (credits include life science, physical science, and earth/space science, one course 
must be a lab course) 
Χ One-half credit of health 
Χ One-half credit of physical education 
Χ One credit of History and Appreciation of Visual, Performing Arts (History and appreciation of visual and 
performing arts or another arts course that incorporates such content) 
Χ Two credits or demonstrated competency of Foreign Language 
 
Students are required to have five electives with three of those rigorous electives.  It is strongly recommended 
that students have one or more course that develop computer literacy.  Students have a total of 22 credits (17 
required credits and 5 elective credits). 
 
* Rigorous electives should have academic content at least as challenging as that in courses required in the 
minimum high school graduation requirements.  These electives should be in social studies, science, math, 
English and language arts, art and humanities, foreign language, and, above the introductory level, in 
agriculture, industrial technology, business, marketing, family and consumer sciences, health sciences, and 
technology education and career pathways.  Electives in physical education and health are limited to one-half 
unit each. 
 
 
Eastern  Kentucky  University 
Pre-College  Curriculum  Codes  and  Remediation 
 
Pre-College Curriculum requirements apply to degree-seeking students under the age of 21 at the time of application for 
the admission to the University.  Pre-College Curriculum deficiencies must be remediated within the first 24 hours of 
EKU course work, excluding developmental hours. 
 
 
CODE 
 
Deficiency Area Course(s) Required to Complete the Requirement 
ALG1 
ALG2 
GEOM 
Mathematics 
 
With Developmental Requirements 
MAT 095 
 
Without Developmental Requirements 
MAT 095, MAT 098, MAT 105*, MAT 107*, MAT 109* 
 
 
ENG1 
ENG2 
ENG3 
ENG4 
 
English 
With Developmental Requirements 
ENG 095 
 
Without Developmental Requirements 
ENG 101* 
SOST Social Studies 
 
ECO 110*, ECO 130*, GEO 101*, HIS  098, HIS 142*, HIS 202*, 
HIS 203*, HIS 231*, HIS 232* 
 
SCIE Science 
 
SCI  098, BIO 100*, BIO 102*, BIO 121*, CHE 100*, CHE 101/107*, 
CHE 105/107*, CHE  111/115*, GLY 107*, GLY 108*,  
GLY 172*, PHY 101*, PHY 102*, PHY 131*, PHY 201* 
 
HEAL Health 
 
PHE 180*, HEA 285* 
 
PHYS Physical Education 
 
PHE 180* 
 
ARTS Visual, Performing Arts 
 
ART 098, MUH 171*, THE 100* 
 
FORL Foreign Languages 
 
ASL 102*, FLS 102*, FRE 102*, GER 102*, JPN 102*,  
LAT 102*, SPA 102* 
 
 
* These courses will count toward degree credit. 
 Modified: May 30, 2006 
CAA - 08-17-06
EASTE R~ KEKTuCKY UNTVE RSITY 
(J I!"• .. ~· of A<:J.I.ckOIIC AJI :'l.~l"- :1n d it{;Soe;tn.:h 
A'-\ l ~ lAul \1-.t p·,csirl c-nt 
l::nrt)llmc!ll ~h~II J:.!~Iut'"! 
ro: 
rROM: 
DATI': 
Council on :\cHdcmic AO'ai"' 
E<h•ard J. Keeley. Ph.D. 
Jntc-rlm A~ststant Vicl' Pres idem 
Elu·olltu~nl \1;magcmcnt 
July 14. ~OOG 
~~B(l'(J 6\ 
-12 1 i,..1nca,~:c: A\'cnttc 
ku:huwud. K'~-'lltu..:ky ~011'"$·31fl, 
IS 'ill) f.22- ~i-1.1'1 fnx (8.59) 6.n·t·no 
I wish to put forward tl1c il l I ached proposal for the Council on Academic Al'li•irs' considcr:uion. 
This proposed chan~e to the withdrawal policy is imendcd w t>enefi l sllldenls and facull)'. ;md uhirnntel.1' 
to cntwnc(; student success and persistence. 
Thank ynu for your considcr:tt ion. 
~\ unchnumt:-. 
Easlcm Kentucky l 'u iven;ily is <Jn P.qual Opponunny/Affirmative J.\ ction Employer nnd F.ducalion:Jl lnsliHJiion 
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RAfiONALE 
C"nrrl:nt p(llicy req uires f~tculty 10 pt·ovidl' umh.:rgradmltc ~tudcnts wilh .1 111idtcmn gn1clc nn litter lllan I he 
7'b week (>fll full semester. with the studenl' • dc•oclline for wilhdrawinJ! fall illi! one week later. Of1cn 
th is r~quircs f·hcu lt\ 10 make determinations ofstudem progr:;.,. baocd upon le& than ball' a tenn's 
worth of work. Addirion:.lll~. tht! curr('m l immg givc~ swdcnb only one \\cck to ~:ontcmplntc lhc grHdc. 
sec"- advice. ~1ndlor attempt to meet with their instructor bcfbrc the nnivcr:-iLy dcmllinc It,) ' ' ithdrrm . 
Also nmt!' that in October ol the year Fall 8n:ak occurs during the <n1e we.d·~ thai c~sb bcl \\c-.:n 
submission ofmirl1cnn grades Hnd 1hc '' ithrlrnw dcndlinc: incrcasing nny rlifiicuh~ 1\IUdcnh mn~ f:tct.' in 
scheduling meeting.' with advi$Ots or instructors 10 discuss an~ academic di lemma In the SprinA tenn 
; hould the Student des ire to use Spring Break to contemplate course options with tl1eir parents it would 
he IO<>Intc '" the withdrow deadline will havc j u:.t plo~scd 
Our r~seru·ch h?.s re\c::!led thnl withdra'' deadlines vary widely a1 other institutions. falling everywhere 
l"l·om th< 8" week lo the laSI dn) of clos>. A deadline or I he I O" week or tin.~> in u n~t;ul:tr term i~ not 
um:onunon 1lu.: l"fllf>(l~HI helm\ ~~ ~ .... I he "\IIJlJlOI1 o r F.n rollmem M~m:lgemenl un it~\ ns it is hclicvud lc' 
b•Hcr scrl'e rhe needs of our studems. 
l'l{OI'OS;\ I . 
I. The dead line forsubmiosion of full ;,Ctllestcr midterm grade~ lor undergraduate .slUdents will be 
lh~ ~undll) oflhc s" we.:k of clussc,. 
2 ·1 h~ dl!:u.Jiin~ filr F-uhnl i:-.sion ofmidtl.!rm grncics lOr pnrti:1l tt:m1 classcc.;., (i.e. :~ dnration lcs~ lhnn 
the rcgul:ir 16 \\eck terms). will be 1he hal fway point oflhat partial tenn. a, d~tcrmined b.' the 
R...:~lstntr. 
3. ·n,; 11111\'C"'IlY deadline for\\ ithclra"ing li-om cla<se> will be· the rridrt) oflhc I o"' weer.. uf 
classe'- for a regular fuJJ 1\;CJllcc;tcr. 
4. 'I he dead I ine fi)r withdrawing from partial semester classes will be pror:n"rl :lccordingl~ by the 
Rl!gi" t l ~ lr. 
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TO:   Council on Academic Affairs 
 
FROM: Aaron Thompson 
   Associate Vice President 
 
DATE: August 10, 2006 
 
RE:   Agenda Items for 8/17/06 Council on Academic Affairs Meeting  
 
The Office of University Programs would like to submit the following proposals for approval by 
the Council on Academic Affairs: 
 
1) Revision of African/African-American Studies Minor 
2) Revision of African/African-American Studies Certificate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906 
 Office of Academic Affairs and Research 
Associate Vice President 
University Programs 
 
2 Keen Johnson 
521 Lancaster Avenue 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3163 
(859) 622-2076   Fax (859) 622-6518
Q:\University_Forms\Word_Forms\Curr\curriculum.change.form.doc-9-05 
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) Department Name   African/African-American Studies 
 New Course (Parts II, IV) College   University Programs 
 Course Revision (Parts II, IV) *Course Prefix & Number  
 Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters)  
 New Program (Part III) *Program Title   African/African-American Studies 
  X Program Revision (Part III)  (Major       , Option       ; Minor  X    ; or Certificate       ) 
 Program Suspended (Part III) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date  Date 
Departmental Committee   N/A    Graduate Council*   N/A 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? Yes****  No     Council on Academic Affairs  
College Curriculum Committee   N/A   Approved   X Disapproved    08-17-06
General Education Committee*   N/A    Faculty Senate**  
Teacher Education Committee*   N/A    Board of Regents**  
     Council on Postsecondary Edu.***  
    *If Applicable (Type NA if not applicable.) 
  **Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****If “yes”, SACS must be notified before implementation.  Please contact EKU’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
 
Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1.  Specific action requested:  (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To update courses to be taken as electives for the African/African-American Studies minor 
A. 2.  Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) 
Fall 2006 
A. 3.  Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
 
B.  The justification for this action: 
Courses being added to the list of electives have a component which is applicable to the minor.  The content of ECO 
395 changes each semester and must be checked for applicability to the mission of AFA.   
C.  The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: 
N/A 
Operating Expenses Impact: 
N/A 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: 
N/A 
Library Resources: 
N/A 
 
Q:\University_Forms\Word_Forms\Curr\curriculum.change.form.doc-9-05 
Part II.  Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course 
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.) 
1. For a new course, provide the catalog text. 
2. For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions 
and underlines for additions. 
3. For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.  Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
 
 
 
 
 Part III.  Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program  
1. For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed. 
2. For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and 
underlines for additions. 
3. For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog.  List any options 
and/or minors affected by the program’s suspension.  
New or Revised* Program Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
MINOR IN AFRICAN/AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 
A student may complete a minor in African/African-American 
Studies by taking 18 hours as indicated below. 
Core Requirements ...................................................... 6 hours 
AFA 201, 202. 
Electives ........................................................................ 12 hours 
Six hours Twelve hours from the following courses: 
CRJ 345; ECO 395; CDF 424; EHS 225; ENG 342; HIS 305, 385, 386, 387, 507, 406, 407; MUS 250, 253*, 254*, 
285*, 453*, 454*; POL 345; SOC 400, 463. The following courses can also be taken with the program Advisor’s 
approval: ANT 435; ECO 395;  ENG 200, 347, 550; 
FCC 210, 226; GEO 300, 347, 498; HIS 300, 312; PHI 390; PSY 400, 495; SOC 345. 
Total Curriculum Requirements ............................... 18 hours 
*Advanced; Prerequisites required. 
 
 
Q:\University_Forms\Word_Forms\Curr\curriculum.change.form.doc-9-05 
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) Department Name   African/African-American Studies 
 New Course (Parts II, IV) College   University Programs 
 Course Revision (Parts II, IV) *Course Prefix & Number  
 Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters)  
 New Program (Part III) *Program Title   African/African-American Studies 
  X Program Revision (Part III)  (Major       , Option       ; Minor       ; or Certificate   X   ) 
 Program Suspended (Part III) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date  Date 
Departmental Committee   N/A    Graduate Council*   N/A 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? Yes****  No     Council on Academic Affairs  
College Curriculum Committee   N/A   Approved   X Disapproved    08-17-06
General Education Committee*   N/A    Faculty Senate**  
Teacher Education Committee*   N/A    Board of Regents**  
     Council on Postsecondary Edu.***  
    *If Applicable (Type NA if not applicable.) 
  **Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****If “yes”, SACS must be notified before implementation.  Please contact EKU’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
 
Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1.  Specific action requested:  (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To update courses to be taken as electives for the African/African-American Studies certificate 
A. 2.  Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) 
Fall 2006 
A. 3.  Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
 
B.  The justification for this action: 
Courses being added to the list of electives have a component which is applicable to the certificate.  The content of 
ECO 395 changes each semester and must be checked for applicability to the mission of AFA.   
C.  The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: 
N/A 
Operating Expenses Impact: 
N/A 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: 
N/A 
Library Resources: 
N/A 
 
Q:\University_Forms\Word_Forms\Curr\curriculum.change.form.doc-9-05 
Part II.  Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course 
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.) 
1. For a new course, provide the catalog text. 
2. For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions 
and underlines for additions. 
3. For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.  Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
 
 
 
 
 Part III.  Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program  
1. For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed. 
2. For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and 
underlines for additions. 
3. For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog.  List any options 
and/or minors affected by the program’s suspension.  
New or Revised* Program Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
CERTIFICATE IN AFRICAN/AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 
A student may complete a certificate in African/African-American 
Studies by taking 18 hours as indicated below. 
Core Requirements ...................................................... 6 hours 
AFA 201, 202. 
Electives ........................................................................6 hours 
Six hours from the following courses: 
CRJ 345; ECO 395; CDF 424; EHS 225; ENG 342; HIS 305, 385, 386, 387, 507, 406, 407; MUS 250, 253*, 254*, 
285*, 453*, 454*; POL 345; SOC 400, 463. The following courses can also be taken with the program Advisor’s 
approval: ANT 435; ECO 395;  ENG 200, 347, 550; 
FCC 210, 226; GEO 300, 347, 498; HIS 300, 312; PHI 390; PSY 400, 495; SOC 345. 
Total Curriculum Requirements ............................... 18 hours 
*Advanced; Prerequisites required. 
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~rom: Gregor) C.. uund. er$on (Department oi'Gon:nuncnt)~'""11 -~~~---"· 
( 'h.tptcr Sc..:rctat"). 'J11cta Omega Chapter 0 \ 
l'i Sigm;o \lph.t 'alional llonor Soctcl) 
Pi Srgma Alpha is I he J\:uional l lonor Society for pol iti~~l ~cicncc majors and minor~. Some o i' our rcccnl 
ini liatcs lta\c r~'<f liC'I':d pc.:m1 issJonto wear :1 l't Srgma l d l>hn medall ion during graduation ccrumon1c~ . ,.\~I he 
ncl in): C'hnrtur Secretary lor the Theta Omega Chnpt<:rof' l'i Sigma Alpho her.: :11 Eastern Kcnlllcky Univcrsily. I 
am requesting llCnni~s ion lor our members to ll'~ar a medall ion during these ceremonies. I have indudcd a phnlo 
of the mcdall iun thm i;, available for our members from I he n:nionnl otllcc of Pi Sigma Alpha. I thank you tor 
~uu1 t11 nc and cun~JdcraJ ion or !his mancr. 
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EASTERN KENTUCKY 'CNTVERSTTY 
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Cu!Ti~ulum l'r.•poS3 lor Aug11st 17, 2006 
!HC :?1~ 
5~1 Lnn ... ,J .,!c-r t\ \·tuue 
R.id1mOu\L KY 4().f"rS.3 W1 
()\,S(It ft:U· I ~ .. J 
F1\X ; f$59 16~2-1..; 1 ~ 
Thr Cnllcgl' l'f Rt>'i ll('~'. anrl-crhnl'li'g,~ prr>poscs adding a non-crcdi;, graduati (1n 
requirement. C<Jik d Pmlt·<<innal ~rmin<~r. al ·he .iunior and $enior lenl;;. 
1'11c r•. <!Uilc'IIIC!It I< ill he: ,.,lb!i c<J h:. studc' !! l,· aucuding til e CB&T .\nnuall' ioil:>Si<•nJI 
">k ilb Cnnl'c"'''K' ' 
Pka~<' ~cr ih<:- at1acl1.:d r<'t'• •r.<..~ i '! addmg Uus graduaiiO!l rcqu,wnem. 
Proposal fnr Professional Seminar Require ment 
Require BTO 300 and 400 tor a!l four-year degree programs in the College of Business 
and Technology. 
Course Descri ption 
BTO 300 CB&T l'r<lfcssional S..:minar. (0) Required of all Busine~s and T ~cltnology 
students who have earned at least 60 hours. Credit will be given when swd~nts have 
attended the annual College of[lusiness and Technology's Professional Skills 
Conference. 
BTO 400. C l:l&T Professional Semina r. (0) R"guired of all l:lusincss and Technology 
students who have earned at least 90 hours. Credit will be given when students altend the 
annual College of Business and Teclu1ology'sProfessionaJ Skills Conference. 
Tbc Rationa le 
v' EKU students, pa rti cularly those who arc iirst-generation college 
graduates, need exposure to professionals in their fields . 
./ EKU students need help learning how ICl network with pro fessionals and 
how to conduct ajoh ;;earch . 
./ R~scarch ~bows tbot the "prok ssional skills" arc the ski! Is employers 
~e..:k ; yet college g raduates gen~rally lack these "soft sk ills." 
v' CB&T students co nsistently report the annucll Professional Ski lls 
Conference is meaningli.li . Of the 239 students who evaluated the 2006 
Confe rence. 87 percent r:ued it as either good or excel/em . 
./ Saying we "require" the Conference is impossible to equitably enklrce 
without a systema tic way o f ensuring that students register and auend. The 
re.q uirement trtkes the responsibility for enforcing a ttend ing oll'the 
classroom teacher. 
v' The Professional Skills Conference showcases every department in tl1e 
College. Recognition of distingui~hcd a lumni and seniors enab les us to 
celebrate the past. prc.scnt, and future. 
Do.::s EKU have a nrcccdcm for non-credit courses? 
Yes, MUS 101 A.B.C. is a non-credit bearing course. To meet the req uirement, 
smdents must attend a mi nimum of I 6 concer1 events per semester. 
What will be the course fee? 
Course Fee: SIO 
Rationale: All professional conferences require a registration fcc. A $10 fee is a 
modest cost considering the value of !he Conference. 
What options are available for students who cannot attend the Professional Skills 
Conference? 
Departments may "waive" on an exception basis the requirement for students who 
have educational experiences !hat are comparable to or exceed the experiences 
gained from the Professional Skills Conference. 
How can we accommodate all of the juniors and seniors at the PSC? 
CB&T currently has 415 juniors and 557 seniors for a total of 972 students. 
The PSC attendance is generally over 600 students, which is no problem for 
Brock Auditorium. The challenge will be two fold: 
I. Can we continue the breakout sessions? 
2. Can all seniors attend the luncheon? 
I. Breakout Sessions. We can continue the breakout sessions if we leave 
one group (either !he juniors or !he seniors) in Brock to hear a topic that 
addresses !heir stage in the employment search. For example, the juniors 
might hear about thenee.d to start-early in their job-hunt, how to prepare 
an effective resume, etc. 
Seniors could have break out sessions by discipline. However, we would 
need more rooms available than we are currently using. 
2. Our luncheon set-up currently accommodates 400 people. We generally 
have approximately 260-275 seniors to anend. With 500+ seniors, we 
could: 
a. Use !he west room of !he Grand Ballroom to add seating. 
b. Give each department a proportionate number ofluncheon tickets 
for their graduating seniors. The departments could decide how to 
distribute !he tickets arnong !he seniors. (e.g., first students who 
register.) 
POSTPONED
P:ut I 
C11rriculum C 1ange Forr1 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only tile section(s) applicable.) 
CourM C·on;w.d >a- IJ 
N<:' '· ·n.>7.trn 1rd til 
C:u~e e CJr:trtff; 
'Prtg illll l It: 
0<11 
I' tot! 1111 '{r•v o I P • •t II ) ~::;,1 r_ r•nor ·nrCt lhlcaa 
3; o• re:"v~rt ·o l'lc oro:>asal ~:...:..:..;. __ _ 
Proros<~l Approve<! by 
Depar!mental Comm•::tie 
t/11 "'s 
Coll.:g.; Cu ntu "' Cc m ·:cc 
Gene .t E,. ;r:-ron C41-""' --·oe• 
Te• ~el·er Fduc;;:o~ Comrr ~,c· 
o~·p 
AccJs: ..:. - -"6 G <Jlluate Counctl' 
, .• --:;-;;: L] D co .. r onAc<o<:e~·cA"ars 
F Se- -:~·· 
::tw·c · ' R<?Qc:;:s-
C ·1 on :Jo-:::se=cnc.eJ, ~c .. ·•· 
'If Aop lb" ( 1pe nA ''lC' :;p~=: e) 
"J\pp•o~- nfW!e -<1 lo· ne:. ,.,.,,se:l - su.:>Cl'~Cd • s 
... App·ova• Post 19 ne>:<!~'l I:J· -e.·. d~·e" :lt::><:ra o· ce~ 
• ··"I' lt 
Da10 
ComJlletion ol A. B. and Cis required: (Pease be &pee flc. but concise.) 
[
A. 1 . Specific ;tction requested: (!:,am :e o ~ .,; ~e 1 ber ~' ~red1t 10VS 'or 1\SC '00 from I to 2.) 
l o re~lllf~ a "''ole~> UJ •d Str u>or " ~!';'' -JY.- 'or ;~I J•IO or n t1t: Co ,;e or Bus.r..-ss ;;rli 7 P.r.nnology Credit will 
be Ql"f'Cil .•.Ire•· ~: a.Hll"5"' ertt: the ar Lli\1 ..,rcfe-:;· ..,:11 Sk s c.,rrcri.::'"'..CC 
A. 2. Effective date: E'o-n;) e· ="'I z;o· S~· ~ 20C7 
A. 3. Efrectove date of stJspe;nced P'ognm~ 'or r.L<r-:o: !' e'lrc ed sud&nts: a::li~:lle 
1------------.... --... ·:.l;.'JW.J-.rBJ-rt'l- ---------------------. B. The just•flcatJon for this action. c~ tJ c;~ !.:-- .. , Of! ~~ t~c · h!t a:-e z -~·-qe.1e"a·•o:t co ege stucents. 
ret:c e ... posv,_~ to worc~s _rl.. ::. t I!: ·1 ltt.<y • t!(-d to • :-n .• to n~..:.!.-0"'-; drn! p-·c..•;.! rr! for. tht- JOb scdrch The 
Co. ~•1e" ,,f'l, ,,1 Pr-vh·~~ na: SJ..- rs c._ r-. .:~ JC- ~ , \'l "'X'l'1 - .~ ..... , e .cr-- t:at .all stuc:-:rns need to altc1c Of the 
239 ;;t. JCe~ts .vho cvabat.,U t ·c 20:;5 Co ·-:r, .ce a- ~·ce~t .,te~ : c~ e.toer gow or excellent. P C<l~c ~cc tl·c 
,.ttl .. 1r hP.C o,lqu ((,r furtt cr t Jt!O'klle -l, .. rec tr Q tl"'A C ,..h~· •1co fo· crad:Jat m 
1-----u ....,..,.-.m..,.• . tza:w~ .. ,....,._ .....,_,_ ... , .•.,,"...,..,..,..,.. . ,., ... _________ .,. 
C. Tho projected cost (or s:>v1ngs) or th s p ·opos"l is ,., follows· 
Porsonnel Impact: ~o aJd•to~" ,., P .,.,._" ., , ~on"c· .. -oc.: "' ~~""'' ~ d anno 1y for tc•1 ~"·" 
Oporating Expenses Impact Tr.e •e(J , ~ ;· -<e .. cr'. ~ -· 0 - , X~ :ls ;r. 0 CCJ'S' o• ~" p :o c~;'ra . tt·e 
n .,, ~cJ co ls f r(. .,; , c. s. "=r·~ ' d' ~ 
I EquipmcntiPhysical Fi!cility Needs: Equ·cment md Faet tio, aro .Jd~quate. 
CS T- \ 
Part II. Recording Data fo r New, Revised . or Dropped Course 
(For a new regu ired course, compleie a separate reD~Jest io~.~ll:.:.•e"-"a===='-""-"""''::c~n:.:.':.:.:.:.'e"'v"'is"'i"'o:..;n::.s". ------, 
1. For ?. new course. provicle the C<H<1log tex!. 
2. For a revised course provide t11e cuoYent cam!og text with U1e JXOposed text using slfik-eiA<oofll~ for deletions 
and underlines for additions. 
3. For adrOP;led course. Pf0Vll~8 the current Gatatoo texl. 
Ne\·V or f{twtsed'7C.:::talog ! ext 
(~Us(c.;o sbik~th;mi!;h fer dele~ ton:,; <~nd ~_Q.dOri!U.~~ fer radditfons. ;.\ lso im;l\lcla Crs. Prefix. No .. and description. limitnd to J5 words.) 
BTO 300. CB&T Professionill Seminar (0) II. Ri.:qum.:~l 0:' ~lH Hu~iiK' :>..' :'lnd Tcdmoi-tlgy :otw.k m:-: who h.:i\'C camtd at IL-.:st 
60 h<>ttr$. l'r::du wil! bl.! gwen wh...:n l'tutk ms ha, ~..~ ilU(!uJc,J lhc annu:ll C'<,U..-ge oi'Ou:-ll!l·:-:- ~·,nd fl"~hiWk\~Y·$ ProtCs:\ional Sktlls 
(oate rcucc. CmmN b..; 1 :-t~..; li C\m~urr..:nl ly with 0 ro .. tnil, 
Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised"'._,o,r ...:S:::U:::S,_,P:::":.:'':.:'d:.::e:od:_P~ro:;g.:r.o:a:::m:_ _________________ --, 
1. For a new program. proviefe lhe C<ltalog description as being pro~ose<J . 
2. Fer a rev1sed orogram provicle the current oro!j•<lm requir<::m•~nls usinr; s!r-ik~!l~rau~ll lor deletions and 
underllnes ror add1t1ons. 
3. For a suspended prcgrarl"'. prO\· ide the current orogram n~quit emen.s as shown in catalog. List any opt1ons 
and/or minors affected by tt'~e program ·s suspension 
Ne·N or Revtscd" Prcgr<lm Te>:t 
(•Utie ~r~~~ for del!~tlons and un .. "!ef!ines :or additions.} 
nttp:f/v:.•tN.iGtm~.=~.t.J .e:!uJOOr.:stCJrnc...:lurn_Change_Fcrm.doc-9-05 
C-137"-:3 
Part IV. Record in Data for New o r Revised Course ,Rocord O"•• new or changed course infoH•1Sti01 
Course prefiX Course Nunoec E''eccve -=rm CollejJe/D.v~s10n I Je;Jt (4 'etters)" (3 lel!t!rsl (3010<('1 
' E· """ ;r;:: Fa LL :')• 
AS JS At- IS \<11Sl 
BTO 300 S:•nG 20G~ -- EM:=JAGRI TECH B~ X 
ED PC COMM 
HS -- MMAC 
Cred1t H" v., ~<e· ly Cm•:~c 1-'-s Re;:e-atable ~tla) ·mum No. of Hrs 0 
,....-- 0 Lect..;:-e la::>orc:o~ Otr:er x 
I .., p Coce (hrsl ! .\1l d g1ts 01'1}) "2 
Schedule ' ype· Wo·J... l O'ld Gracior: t.loce· r~ ts~ Restrictran f 2"'Y IIJno h !~' IUU-t!l! Ofl VI 
t~st a: 3~t u:::a.J.-e! b r -ea:..'"' :..:.he-::.;le: · .;:fr 
0 0 s I FR JR 
I so SR 
• 
G ·a:;ln!; l'ifc.-m~~or Cc ... :se s 
<Jiig nle 'o• P ( n-Cft'J9'e-s5 FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
;;rat '"lq fo- ~J!P'=~-
T-.sos Da ·e o! da:a en;r; 1- :~~lE!r ... snip -- -
l~oePf:J <I!!~: S;,orly o. a e· •ry oerson 
Pr3c--,.. .... m 
.. 
!.!• ;J r::; n::~1 u~~~'ct.j:,~ "''UIS'If~'lf I ....-: f -ii~.J,~~~ 0" ··:· . ~}t~g~·l . ' ' I 
" ' 
. •I 
Co·Req uis ite{s): (I st cnly c.v-~vistes 5'9'9 ~--~~"' ·• h'l' p~"'S:-... ·~ tES an~ ~tlt!l9LOnS: 1 
rcourse Prefix aNI No. --I 
Cocu se Prefix anct No. 
Prorcquisite(s ) {l 1!1tt p1t;:tcqu ,llt.!!> ..:.n"y.. 5t rr ~ 1 "b<>IO>• U>a "and" JOd ·or · hkr.>liy.) (SI'tJcifo. m.nlmun 1 grado 
r~u·rerr.cr.:S src-.t:d c.;:. ~.Jc..:o·.: .... f<-·- .-,1':~ -· r:.;:;~ ~:Jf.a - q~-'Ut5J~l 
Course P•erlx aoc No IGa"'lOI be !i'<er. cc~cs:erf.·\' ' t> ::ro .:00 
Course Prerlx am No. I 
Test Scores I 
Mmtrr-um GPla. '" 
"" :1":."1 I 
st..,: :~ cu.: 1·!a1 e ~ .., : e..:j .;.o 
t-t,;:Req uis ite[ s) and/or Ptor~quis1to 's) Comt>.nallon 1 ,.,- · ::.1d" _.,..·or" Uc·~lly.) (Sw~ f1o "'"'mum grude 
raQwrorrcnts ••Gulr. '"' !'11'''1 1n ) ;r.>o·w>J c--.lr-<$ De';;J 1 Gra.,e 'D· 1 
Course P•efix and No 
Test Scores 
Mllllr"UI11 GPA h~efl .J: CtJ- wO g'"Jt..;; - --
~~uden· -curr :ati ·:- GP.:.. f5 ~-:.q.a. rr",Q 
--Equivalent Course(s): (c:e::.; nc:;; .c.•.e-.!;.urr: o' for.::trl1 ' 
Co'"tse PrefiX anc No. I 
Course Prufi• <111~ No I 
-. 
l Cour~(' Prefix-;..- No. 
- -- --
NOTE: ..,., no· 'a.-·.-. ·a v ;dat n" 1P.S v · c TJCUium 'orrn 
('Use va.>daton Table-;) 
• 
POSTPONED
Curriculum Change Fo·m 
(Presen t only one proposed curriculum cnange per form) 
(Complete only the secLion(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
··rr~:s 
.:..:::..=..::._ 
X NP\\ r:o "c:o~ :).ri,..., IV) 
Covsc Rc"sio'l Pa"s I 
COIJ'~c Drop:o:J .,,,.. Ill 
Nuw Prvgr.11 (Purl I 
Couec= ~:.C-t:C C•'" ~ JSi ... :.':lo$5 ~0:. f E-"'t't"O ~:..· -------f 
ber B T 0 -4_.0 
Ptnqr .lri"' Hi'! J1('.1rm 1 P:vt II l 
P•nc;r~m S••'PP.rrled tPa~ Ill 
Propo5<111\nprovact by 
Deoar.-nental Con.·nltt<~e 
tJ " ~"" ..,.:;; .,~e.s · 
Cd eye C . · r .c-~ w1 c. m 'E;..-
C'POP'ill Edu n1 Ctm ., •cp .. 
Teacher E:d~c;l:to~ Cc..,- :tel?" 
C~&:..l~~~~~~ 
r.hnUl 
(;,r~•:.!l.k::e Co •. nai' 
C< " c~ Aca<!e~.c Afi.J<S 
F ·1 <.;,.,.r:J'P.!·• 
B~,.C: o• ;CGe-s· · 
Co;..~• ot' .=~os:s~::cn::a"'.'EC.J --· 
"IIAppl ,lbie(T)~o'JA nc• ap c.;~le\ 
... Ap:lrO\oAI r:('4•t!t:!C 'c~ nP:· r . ;:;ee or s .~~ec prorr:tr ; 
·· ·Ac ~ro·.a P~ur ., nee.,;ec 1;)1' nC"., ce-:;-ce :Jre<:•an CY ccr• ;e:.·~ O':J!;'am 
• • If < 
Com lction of A. B. and Cis required: {Pease be spec t.c • ..:b::u::l..:c::o::n.:.:c::iS=:c:::.c!.l _ ______________ ~ 
A. 1. Specific ~ction raquested. tL "" rl.. 0 ~ '• ... .r c• J _rec•l O)U(.fS 'o· ABC '00 1'011' I 10 2.) 
Tu ll.:tlU 't: d Proi~•S<Jil~ .j~mllla· e rw:nca '<Y ··n (Jr tl·e CotlcQe or Bostress lM Ti'c'1nolog) Crodrl will 
be c .t:n\\l'.en MUGE'!cts al:8nc tre an~ua. "'rc-ossonal Sk 'Con'c·c•ca 
A. 2. Effective date: Ex;r-;: e: =a ~r. · 3~-:lQ ~007 
A. 3. Effective date o f s~spenced prograMs for C\•rrcn:•y enro 'ed 5t1dems: "~• c. !lie 
B. The 1usuhcauon for this actron· E-' _ ~Lee 5w :.rc ar;; 'i~t~e er" or ~ol:.;ge studerts. 
nettc rl)'P ~l ~t tt prt s .. w( ~ t1 ,. f 4 , - t r !C • to t. :. ·o ··.·o-01( 01r:d il"( p;.u fo ll:t.: 10b ~e.ttch The 
Collf-41P. 4; nr~ 1~1 Pro:-p~4; ... ,?. Sk ·s ~r .. e~ ... -""'is J ,'f:--1 th Q1. ~ ... , .:. .e-: ;-c• a ~B&- ~:Jdt·'~S ~eec to a~iend. 
0' tre 239 s:uJcr:5 , ... 10 t!"ta.Ja~e.: :te .l1~ ... G ~\,;r.fe·c.::'ltc. a., tt: (..t:::,- l.3'ed t as e1tter q..:.o:J llr t:(<.;t!Ut~llt fJieJse see 
tht: :lU;whcd :>tH,e for furt··or ~tton1 c fu ~qu .. •9 e Cor'~rP·,r-=- 10' g"aC.Ja~ on 
C. Tho t>rojcclod cost (or savings) o f this propos~! is 35 folloll'.s: 
Personnol lrnpact: 'lu ~J una T " O'l'>> 
OpNatlng Expenses Impact: T-s "a;;: 3" fE-= ol 
Jr. •( l'il"" 00 1' ' 1 ''( LJI:"- J - "lre~•:;: t,.. ._ r. Q 
EquipmonUPhys,cal Focility Needs. :=q. ;xn~: 
I I (:! IVl =orrr :oc ~5 
Part II. Recording Data for Nt:w. Revised. or Dropped Course 
(For a new re uired course. como:e:e a separa:e rt:qt.est '()(:he a;wopriate ::>rogram revisions.) 
1. For a new course provice the ca:a.og :e". 
7 For a revised COJrse proVIde the ccrrerJ ca:a'og text'·"'" :he pro::>ese<l :ext LS1r>g st""e;hlo~ fo• d!!fctions 
anc underlines lor add1:ions 
3. For a dropped course. p-ovlde the ct.rrcnt c<!talog tet: 
New or Rcv•sed' Catalog Tex: 
r use &~~hroyg~ for dele1ians aro \IOdarlines for ad:l.-tions /..)t.;O i~lude C'"S. Prefix. No .• ;;nc dftSCription. limited to 35 words.) 
BTO 4 0 0. CB&T Professional Seminar (0) II. R"'!u11ed ~: Jll Bu<m~» ..:1~ 1 echooiO<;y sru.!cnt, '''Ill Jill, c eaflled at leasr 
!JO hnar:-. Cll"JII \\ m rc }!lh 'l\ "hc.•n ... t\H.knt ... h.!\C .lltl.":JJ:J t;•.: Jnnu.at r '"111."'!'!l"' (' fBu...:~m.~,: .. Jnd J cdtnc\h ... }!y· ... Prorc:~ ... itmat SkliiS 
Ccuftr\~: 1\<:,;, C:m.n\:lt bt.· "d:..:Jukd ~t.·n~.·umnJiv ·,\lih BTO ~Y•. 
Part Ill Recording Data for New. Roviscd. or Suspende-d Prog .r~a!!m!!------------------., 
1 For a new p<ogram pro•idP. tnt> cat& \19 descn;~!.on ilS be ~9 proposed. 
2. For a revised program provide the current orogram rcqr. ·emems usu1g striketltr~R fOr oelef•ons and 
ur1durlines for a~dit>ens. 
3 For a suspended program . prov•de :~e c.merl p'Ogra-n rcqu•renen:S as shown in catalog. lis! any options 
and!or mirors aifeC(ed by t~e program s s~:JCr>Sion 
Ne-..-o· Rs--rsed' P-ogam Text 
t'U:lC s:.il<~~ r~ <!etaUO'>S ~'><! undcr.nes for addit.cns.) 
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Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102 
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Dr. Debomh Whitehouse, Assoc. Dean 
Julie K. Brewer, Administrative Assistant 
TO: Council on Academic Affairs 
FROM: YJF~ 6)ftU~t<Je 
Dr. Deborah Whitehouse, Associate Dean 
SUBJECT: Agenda Items 
DATE: August11,2006 
Please include the attached curriculum proposals onto the agenda for the meeting of the 
Council on Academic Affairs on August 17,2006. 
Clinical Laboratory Science 
New Course 
CLS290 Medical Biochemistry Eft. Spring 2007 
Editorial 
CLS350 
CLS355 
Action: Add new course needed for CLS346. 
CHE330 is not being offered anymore. 
This course is needed for CLS students. 
(Pages CHS 5 - 8) 
Bacteriology and Virology Eft. Immediate 
Action: Change prerequisite from 810211 (which no longer exists)to 
810121 and change permission of instructor to department 
(Pages CHS 9 - 1 0) 
Mycology and Parasitology Eft. Immediate 
Action: Change prerequisite from 810211 (which no longer exists)to 
810121 and change permission of instructor to department 
(Pages CHS 11 - 12) 
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Course Revision 
CDF327 
Editorial 
CDF343 
Program Revision 
New Course 
PHEsaonao 
PHE805 
PHE810 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Family Involvement wNoung Children Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: Add CDF241 and 244 to prerequisites to help facilitate registration 
(this change will only reflect in catalog through Fall of 2009 -The courses were dropped 
CAA 5/19/05) 
(Pages CHS 13 -14) 
Program Planning for Preschool Children Etf. Spring 2007 
Action: Change order of prerequisites to avoid confusion 
(Pages CHS 15 - 16) 
Apparel Design and Merchandising (BS) 
Action: Add PSY200 to support Courses 
(Pages CHS 17 - 18) 
Eff. Spring 2007 
Child and Family Studies (BS) Etf. Spring 2007 
Action: Add "to be granted a degree in C&F Studies students 
Must have a "C" or better in all CDF courses. 
(Pages CHS 19 - 20) 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education (BS) Etf. Spring 2007 
Action: Drop 810378, Add CDF232 as course option adj. hrs and add 
1 hr. free elective. 
(Pages CHS 21 - 22) 
Early Childhood Education (AAS) Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: Add "to be granted a degree in C&F Studies students 
Must have a "C" or better in all CDF courses. 
(Pages CHS 23- 24) 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sports Information Programs Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: Add new course PHE530 to replace PUB530 
Faculty who taught PUB530 retired and there is no other 
Faculty is available to teach course, dept. has indicated 
that it may cancel PUB530 and this is a required course 
in sports administration. 
(Pages CHS 25 - 31) 
Including Dance in the P-12 Curriculum Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: This was offered as a trial course and was well received. 
(Pages CHS 32 - 36) 
Financial Aspects of Sport Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: Add new course to graduate program to better 
Meet the students needs and NASSM accreditation standards. 
(Pages CHS 37 - 40) 
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PHE840 
Program Revision 
Program Revision 
New Course 
OTS301Z 
Editorial 
OTS312 
OTS362 
OTS421 
OTS432 
OTS845 
OTS870 
Disability Sport and Rehabilitation Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: Add new course to help meet students needs 
(Pages CHS 41 - 45) 
Physical Education -Option in Sports Admin. Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: Substitute PHE730 for PUB730, and include PHE81 0, 840 and 
PHE865 as optionally courses to take in program. 
(Pages CHS 46- 47) 
Health Promotion and Administration 
Medical Practice Management Eff. Spring 2007 
Action: Drop the requirement for students to have an 
AS degree in MAT and the CMA credential before entering 
The MPM program and graduating with a MPM degree 
(Pages CHS 48 - 49) 
Occupational Therapy 
Practicum in Occupational Therapy I Eff. FOR FALL 06 
Action: to correct the fall 06 hrs. for this course to 3 hrs. 
(Pages CHS 50·55) 
Occupation by Design 
Action: Change course offering 
(Page CHS 56) 
Human Motion for Activity 
Action: Change course offering 
(Page CHS 57) 
Occupation Across the Lifespan 
Action: Change course offering 
(Page CHS 58) 
Research in Occupation 
Action: Change course offering 
(Page CHS 59) 
Health Systems Fieldwork 
Action: Change course offering 
(Page CHS 60) 
Trends and Issues 
Action: Change course offering 
(Page CHS 61) 
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Eff. Spring 2007 
Eff. Spring 2007 
Eff. Spring 2007 
Eff. Spring 2007 
Eff. Spring 2007 
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Program Revision 
Recreation and Park Administration 
Recreation and Park Administration 
Action: to meet national accreditation standards 
Include REC401 in Management of Recreation 
Services in the program Core. 
(Page 62 - 63) 
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Part IV. Recording Data for New or Revised Course (Record only new or changed course information.) 
Course prefix 
(31etters) 
Lecture 3 
ber 
Other 
College/Division: 
FA so __ _ 
Dept. ( 4 letters 
L 
rs. 
JA SA __ _ 
Information: Course 
IP (in-progress 
1---------j[--------inr,;rlil"n\ for: FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
Date of data entry 
-------
Data entry person 
-----~ -------
(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade 
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.) 
n (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade 
Default grade is D-.) 
Proposed General Education Block: Please mark (X) in the appropriate Block or Blocks (e.g.- IVB(3) X). 
NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form. 
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CLS 290 -Medical Biochemistry 
Fall2006 
CLS 290-- "Medical Biochemistry"-is a three-hour credit course that provides the student with an understanding of 
biochemical systems in the body. During this course, the student will be able to describe how these systems work, 
the interaction between the systems and understand the consequences that occur when there is a disruption of a 
system. At the completion of this course, the journey through these metabolic pathways will provide a relevant and 
informative experience. 
The course is structured as follows: 44lectures (1 hr) 
4 written exams 
Prerequisites for the course are CHE 112, 116 or equivalent and BIO 121 or equivalent 
REQUIRED TEXT 
Medical Biochemistry, John Baynes and Marek Dominiczak, 2nd Edition 
EXAMINATIONS 
Written exams will be based on comprehension of material covered in lecture and on homework. 
LECTURE 
Lectures will be held in the Dizney Building, Room 218. The course will meet on MWF. 
ATTENDANCE 
All students are expected to attend lecture. Due to the accelerated nature of the summer course, any absence may 
constitute problems in successfully passing an exam. Missed lecture outlines may be obtained from the instructor; 
however notes for those outlines must be obtained from other students. Absences that are greater than 20% will 
constitute a failure in this course. 
ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY 
Students are reminded that they are to abide by the Academic Honesty Policy of the College of Health Sciences. 
This policy is available from the departmental secretary or the instructor. 
DISABILITY STATEMENT 
If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individual with Disabilities, please make an appointment with 
the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic accommodations 
and are not registered, please contact the Office directly-either in person on the first floor of the Turley House or 
by telephone at (859) 622-1500 V/TT. Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative 
forms. 
FACULTY 
Philip Campbell, MS Ed, MT(ASCP) 
Room 217, Dizney Building 
Telephone: (W) 622-6332 
{H) (859) 224-7079 
Email: u.hiL camu.hell@eku.edu 
GRADING INFORMATION 
Students will be evaluated on a percentage basis. The final grade is derived as follows: 
1 00% -- written examinations 
Letter grades will be assigned as follows: 90 - 100 % = A 80 - 89 % = B 
60-69 % = D <60 % = F 
CHS Page 7 
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BIOCHEMICAL TOPICS 
Amino Acids and Proteins 
• Digestion and Absorption of Proteins 
• Amino Acids: Chemical Structures 
• Amphoteric Molecules and Buffers 
• Structures ofProteins 
• Classifications ofProteins 
• Oxygen Transport 
• Enzymes 
Carbohydrates 
• Chemistry of Carbohydrates 
• Digestion and Absorption of Carbohydrates 
• Glycolysis 
• Pentose Phosphate Pathway 
• Carbohydrate Storage and Synthesis 
• TCAcycle 
• Glucose homeostasis 
Lipids 
• Digestion and Absorption of Lipids 
• Lipid Classifications 
• Fatty Acid: Biosynthesis and Storage 
• Biosynthesis of Cholesterol and Steroids 
• Membrane Composition 
• Complex Lipids 
• Lipids and Lipoproteins 
BIOCHEMICAL TOPICS (CONT'D) 
DNAandRNA 
• Biosynthesis and Degradation ofNucleotides 
• DNA 
• RNA 
• Cancer 
• Aging 
Liver Function 
• Structure of the Liver 
• Carbohydrate Metabolism 
• Protein Metabolism 
• Bilirubin Metabolism 
• Drug Metabolism 
• Classification of Liver Disease 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
College 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change - Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Environmental Health and Clinical Laboratory Science 
College of Health Sciences 
CLS350 
Bacteriology and Virology 
(Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Original Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
Completion of A is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Replace BI0211 with BI012l as Prerequisite. The BI0211 course no longer exists. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) 
Immediate 
Part II. Recording Data for Revised Course 
1. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
chanQes being proposed. · 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
CLS350 Bacteriology and Virology. (5) I. Prerequisite: BI0211 BI0121 or permission of the instructor, 
department and admission to the Upper Division CLS program. Study of medically important bacteria 
with emphasis on the clinical laboratory methods of microscopy, cultivation, identification, antimicrobial 
susceptibility testing, and quality control. Includes study of rickettsiae, mycoplasmas, chlamydiae, and 
fundamentals of clinical virology. 3 Lec/4 Lab. 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
College 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change- Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Environmental Health and Clinical Laboratory Science 
College of Health Sciences 
CLS355 
Mycology and Parasitology 
(Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _} 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Original Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
Com letion of A is re uired: (Please be s ecific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Replace BI0211 with BI0121 as Prerequisite. The BI0211 course no longer exists. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) Immediate 
Part II. Recording Data for Revised Course 
2. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
chanQes beinQ proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeo!:lt for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
CLS355 Mycology and Parasitology. (4) II. Prerequisites: BI0211 BI0121 or permission of the instructor 
department, and admission to the upper division CLS Program. Study of fungi and parasites as agents of 
human disease, with emphasis on the clinical laboratory methods of microscopy, in vitro cultivation, 
identification, and quality control. 3 Lec/1 Lab. 
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Part IV. Recording Data for New or Revised Course (Record only new or changed course information.) 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
pollege 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Health Sciences 
CDF 343 
(Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
priginal Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
Completion of A is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
5/19/05 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Change position of listed pre-requisites to avoid confusion. NOTE: CDF241, 244 and 345 
will only reflect in catalog through Fall of 2009 as per CAA change made 5/19/05. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) Spring 2007 
Part II. RecordinJ!; Data for Revised Course 
3. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
chanqes beinq proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.} 
CDF 343 Program Planning for Preschool Children. (3) I, II. Prerequisite: CDF 235 or CDF 241 and 244, 236 
and 246 or CDF 345 or department approval. or CDF 241 and 244 or CDF 345. Planning, implementation, and 
evaluation of developmentally and culturally appropriate environment for preschool children. Emphasis on inquiry 
learning, documentation, project work, collaborative work with families/colleagues/community, and various programs 
(e.g., Montessori, Head Start, HighScope). 
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Part III. Record lug Data for :Vcw. Rc' lse<J. or Susp<ndcd ProgrJm 
1 For a new orcgram. provHJe the catalog cescnption as being proposed 
2. For a rev1sed program. prov1de the current program reqUirements us•ng st~llj}R fer deletions and 
IJnderfmes for addrt1ons 
3 Fer a sus~.ended program. provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options 
and! or minors affected by me programs suspe~s•on. 
New or Revised· Program Text 
('U<~ !ilr>k&lll<<N<Jt. 'nr deletiOns an~ unrtenin"" lor adMiocs.) 
APPAREL DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING (B.S.) 
AREA MAJOR 
CIP Code 08 0102 
Major Requirements ....... ......... ............................ ..•..... .. .... . .. 50 hours 
ADM 102. 1•9. 201. 210. 300 302, 310. 313. 
349 {2)~ or FCS 330A (2i~ 413. &' 4(6). CDF 132. 
FCS 400. FRM 352. ADM 319 and 339 or 
ADM 312 and 412 
Supporting Course Requirements .. ...... ...... .............. ........ 1-3 16 hours 
CHE 101 ana 107( i}, ECO 230 PSY 200. MGT 30i and 
MKT 301 or THE 220 and 320 
General Education Requirements ..... ... ......... .................... 42 39 hours 
Standard General Education program. ex:luding blocks 
IV. VB and Vc. co~o~rse categories OQ aRe 14. 
Refer to Section Four of this Catalog for details on the 
General Education and University Requirements. 
University Requirements. ..................................................... 1 hour 
HSO '100 
Free Electives .................................................................. 22 hours 
Total Curriculum Requirements .. ... ...... ................................ 128 hours 
"AOI\il :;49!FCS 330A-two hours at sophomore leval 
Cll$ I'>~< 18 8 21:!006 
X 08-17-06
Health 
Sciences 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES (B.S.) AREA MAJOR 
CIP Code: 19.0701 
option prepares graduates to teach or direct in any private early childhood program (birth to five). Graduates may also be 
employed as a trainer for resource and referral agencies or serve as Education Coordinator in private early childhood facilities. The 
Family Studies option prepares graduates to work with individuals and families in a variety of social service settings. Positions are 
available in Family Resource Centers, community agencies, profit and non-profit organizations that provide services for children, 
youth, adults and families. The Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education option leads graduates to Kentucky public school 
certification for teaching children birth through age five. Graduates learn to prepare individual education plans for children who 
experience developmental delays and support plans to assist families of those children. IECE majors will teach in private 
agencies serving infants to two years and public school settings (Pre-K, three and four year olds, and kindergarten not connected 
with primary programs for first through third grade). 
To be granted a degree in Child and Family Studies the students must have a Cor better in all CDF courses. 
Major Requirements .............................................. 33-51 hours 
Core ................................................................. 24 hours 
CDF 132, 235, 236, 327, 437, FCS 400, NFA 317, and 
SWK456. 
Options .................................................................... 9-27 hours 
Child Development* ...................................... 27 hours 
CDF 246, 343, 344, 346, 450 (9)**, 538, 547. 
Family Studies ................................................ 27 hours 
CDF 232, 243, 331, 342 or 441, 424, 443 (6)**, 538. 
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood* ............. 9 hours 
CDF 246, 343, 344. 
Minor Requirements ............................................. 18 hours 
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood 
Education ......................................................... 18 hours 
(Minor in Special Education) 
SED 341, 352, 360, 436, 504, 518. 
Supporting Course Requirements ....................... 6-15 hours 
Child Development ........................................ 15 hours 
CSC 104 or CIS 212, SED 504,518, OTS 515, NSC 500. 
Family Studies ................................................ 6 hours 
FRM 352, CSC 1 04 or CIS 212. 
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood ............... 9 hours 
CSC 1 04 or CIS 212, OTS 515, NSC 500. 
Professional Education Requirements ................ 19 hours 
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Option only 
EDF 103 (1), 203, ELE 519 and CDF 499 (12). (Students 
must follow admission requirements for professional 
education. See College of Education, section regarding 
teacher admission and certification.) (EDF 319 met with 
major; EDF 413 met with SED 352; SED 401 met with 
special education minor.) 
General Education Requirements ........................ 45 hours 
Standard General Education Program, excluding block VII 
(QS). Refer to Section Four of this Catalog for details 
on the General Education and University Requirements. 
University Requirement ........................................ 1 hour 
HSO 100. 
Free Electives .......................................................... 3-25 hours 
Total Curriculum Requirements ........................ 128 hours 
*Transfer students may be required to take CDF 299 (1 ). 
** CDF 443 and 450 re uire a 3.0 GPA in ma·or re uirements rior to enrollin . 
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course 
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.) 
4. For a new course, provide the catalog text. 
5. For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions 
and underlines for additions. 
6. For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES 
EDUCATION (TEACHING) (B.S.) 
CIPCode: 13.1308 
Major Requirements ............................................... 45 hours 
CDF 132, 235, and six hours from CDF 232 or 236 or 331 or 342; FCS 320, 400, 
FRM 352, DES 121, NFA 121,201,321, ADM 102, 201; and 3 hrs. in ADM; 
and 3 hrs. Family and Consumer Sciences Electives. 
Supporting Course Requirements ...•.•..•................ zs hours 
BIO 301, J.+8.; CHE 105/107. 
Professional Education Requirements .•............•... 32 hours 
EDF 1031,2033,3193, 4d; ESE490, 499, and 5534; SED 401.. 
(Students must follow admission requirements for professional education. 
See College of Education, section regarding teacher admission and certification.) 
General Education Requirements .................••.•••. .42 hours 
Standard General Education program, excluding blocks IVB, and VII (3 hours). 
Refer to Section Four of this Catalog for details on the General Education and University requirements. 
University Requirement ......................................... ! hour 
HSO 100. 
Free Elective .................................... 1 hour 
Total Curriculum Requirements ....•...................... 128 hours 
Successful completion of the PRAXIS Examination is required for graduation. 
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http://www.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05 
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) Department Name Family and Consumer Sciences 
 New Course (Parts II, IV) College Health Sciences 
 Course Revision (Parts II, IV) *Course Prefix & Number  
 Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters)  
 New Program (Part III) *Program Title Early Childhood Development (A.A.S.)  
X Program Revision (Part III)  (Major    X   , Option       ; Minor       ; or Certificate       ) 
 Program Suspended (Part III) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date  Date 
Departmental Committee 5/3/06    Graduate Council* NA 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? Yes****  No X    Council on Academic Affairs  
College Curriculum Committee 5/17/06   Approved   Disapproved    08-17-06
General Education Committee* NA    Faculty Senate** NA 
Teacher Education Committee* NA    Board of Regents** NA 
     Council on Postsecondary Edu.*** NA 
    *If Applicable (Type NA if not applicable.) 
  **Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****If “yes”, SACS must be notified before implementation.  Please contact EKU’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1.  Specific action requested:  (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To add “To be granted a degree in Early Childhood Development the student must have a minimum grade in all 
CDF courses of a C” to area major description 
A. 2.  Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)   Spring 2007 
 
A. 3.  Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
B.  The justification for this action:   
The program currently requires students to have a minimum grade of C in CDF courses prior to enrolling in 
practicum courses.  Under this policy, students in the A.A.S. program who continue into the B.S. program and B.S. 
students who take practicum prior to the last semester of their degree programs may receive Ds without having to 
repeat the course.  The current policy has the unintended consequence of differentiating unfairly between students 
who take practicum early since students who take the practicum in the last semester are required to repeat CDF 
courses in which they receive Ds and those who are out of sequence do not. 
C.  The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact:  NONE 
Operating Expenses Impact:  NONE 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs:  NONE 
Library Resources:  NONE 
Part III.  Recording Data for New, Revied, or Suspended Program  
1. For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed. 
2. For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. 
3. For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog.  List any options and/or minors affected by the 
program’s suspension.  
X
http://www.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05 
New or Revised* Program Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
 
Associate of Applied Science Degree 
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT (A.A.S.) 
CIP Code: 19.0709 
Program Objectives 
Upon completion of a degree in Early Childhood 
Development, graduates will be able to: 1) assess developmental, 
political, social, cultural, economic and technological influences on 
the well-being and diversity of individuals, families and 
communities; 2) design and implement a range of services for 
individuals, children and families; 3) utilize and interpret 
appropriate individual, family and program evaluation measures; 
4) access community resources and collaborate with community 
agencies/services; and 5) evaluate and monitor their professional 
development. Graduates are prepared to teach or assist in 
programs for pre-primary age children (birth through five). 
Programs include day care, Head Start, nursery schools, private 
kindergartens, and after-school programs. After completion of this 
degree, students may also continue in the B.S. program. 
To be granted a degree in  Early Childhood Development  
the student must have no minimum grade in CDF courses less  
than a C. 
 
 
POSTPONED
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) Department Name Exercise and Sport Science 
x New Course (Parts II, IV) College Health Sciences 
-
Course Revision (Parts II, IV) *Course Prefix & Number PHE 530 
1---
Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters\ Sports Information Programs 
1---
1---
New Program (Part Ill) *Program Title 
1---
Program Revision (Part Ill) (Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
Program Suspended (Part Ill) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date Date 
Departmental Committee 9/7/05 Graduate Council* 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? Yes***1 I Nol x I Council on Academic Affairs 
College Curriculum Committee 9/21/05 Approved Disapproved 
--
General Education Committee* NA Faculty Senate** NA 
Teacher Education Committee* NA Board of Regents** NA 
Council on Postsecondary Edu. *** NA 
*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.) 
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****If "yes", SACS must be notified before implementation. Please contact EKU's Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To add a new course- PHE 530 to our undergraduate program in sports management. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) Spring 2007 
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
B. The justification for this action: 
PHE 530 will be a required course for undergraduate students in sports administration. The Department of 
Communications has historically taught PUB 530- Sports Information Programs to our students; however the 
department faculty member who taught that course has retired. The department has indicated that it may cancel the 
course because it has no other faculty available to teach the course. 
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: The instructor for this course is currently a member of the department. 
Operating Expenses Impact: None 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None 
Library Resources: None 
Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
PHE 530 Sports Information Programs (3) I. Study of the role and function of the sports information director. Includes public 
relations techniques applied to sports information: press releases, publications programs, office and staff organization, time 
utilizations, news media, and formats. 
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Part IV. Recording Data for New or Revised Course (Record only new or changed course 
information. 
ber 1-TTOI"l""/"" Term 
Fa112001) 
Lecture~ 
Grading Mode* 
rading Information: Course 
ible for IP (in-progress 
1-------1---------l ..... ~~,.,;ng) for: Check all applicable 
Col Dept. (4 letters)* 
Repeatable 
FR JR so __ _ SR __ _ 
FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
Date of data entry 
----~ -------------
L 
----~ Data entry person--------
(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade 
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.) 
(Specific minimum grade 
General Education Category: (Check as many as apply.} 
01 II. 05 Ill. 09 IV. 13 v. 17 VI. 20 
02 06 10 14 18 21 
03 07 11 15 19 
04 08 12 16 
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POSTPONED
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) Department Name Exercise and Sport Science 
x New Course (Parts II, IV) College Health Sciences 
r--Course Revision (Parts II, IV) *Course Prefix & Number PHE 730 
r--
Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters) Sports Information Programs 
r--
New Program (Part Ill) *Program Title 
r--
Program Revision (Part Ill) (Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
'---
Program Suspended (Part Ill) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date Date 
Departmental Committee 8-31-05 Graduate Council* 4/12/06 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? Yes****l I Nol x I Council on Academic Affairs 
College Curriculum Committee 9/21/05 Approved Disapproved 
General Education Committee* NA Faculty Senate** NA 
Teacher Education Committee* NA Board of Regents** NA 
Council on Postsecondary Edu. *** NA 
*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.) 
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****If "yes", SACS must be notified before implementation. Please contact EKU's Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
Completion of A, B, and CIS required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To add a new course- PHE 730 to our graduate program in sports administration 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) Spring 2007 
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
B. The justification for this action: 
PHE 730 will be a necessary course for our graduate students to take. The Department of Communications has 
historically taught PUB 730- Sports Information Programs to our students; however the department faculty member 
who taught that course has retired. It is uncertain whether the department will continue to offer the course in future. 
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: None 
Operating Expenses Impact: None 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None 
Library Resources: None 
Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course 
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.) 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
PHE 730 Sports Information Programs (3) I. Study of the role and function of the sports information director. Includes 
public relations techniques applied to sports information: press releases, publications programs, office and staff 
organization, time utilizations, news media, and formats. 
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Part IV. Recording Data for New or Revised Course (Record only new or changed course information.) 
I. 
Effective Term 
(Example: Fall 2001) 
Dept. ( 4 letters)* 
2007 
ED 
HS_x_ 
Other 
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs. 
-----1 
Grading Mode* 
FR JR so __ _ SR __ _ 
FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
Date of data entry 
----~ -------------
Data entry person 
------~ -------------
(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) {Specific minimum grade 
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D ·.) 
and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade 
is D-.) 
General Education Category: (Check as many as apply.) 
01 II. 05 Ill. 09 IV. 13 v. 17 VI. 20 
02 06 10 14 18 21 
03 07 11 15 19 
04 08 12 16 
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I. Course Number: 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
PHE 5301730 - Course Syllabus 
PHE 530/730 
II. Course Title: Sports Information, Publicity and Promotion 
III. Course Description: This course will introduce students to the unique nature of sports information, sport 
publicity and public relations as they relate in community, collegiate and professional sport environment. The 
class format will include lectures, group discussions, student presentations, videotapes and guest speakers. 
IV. Instructor: 
Dr. Heather R. Adams 
Office: 230 Moberly 
Phone: 622-1898 
Email: Heather.Adams-Blair@eku.edu 
V. Required Text: The Dream Job: Sports Publicity, Promotion and Marketing. Melvin Helitzer. 2004. 
Athens, Ohio: University Sports Press. 
VI. Course Objectives: By the end of this course, students should: 
1. Have an understanding of basic sport publicity and public relations concepts. 
2. Be able to prepare and analyze a promotion and publicity plan for sports events. 
3. Be able to explain and understand interaction of publicity, marketing, management, strategic planning, 
organizational structure, media, facility issues and legal issues related to special and sports events. 
4. Be able to write, edit and evaluate the form and content of a press release and prepare a schedule for press 
release associated with sporting events. 
5. Be able to plan a promotional event designed to increase media coverage and stimulate media interest in a 
sport organization. 
6. Be able to create a media guide for a specific sport. 
VII. Assessment: 
Grading: 90 - 100 = A, 80 89 = B, 70 - 79 = C 60 - 69 = D Below 60 = F 
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VIII. Course Requirements/Policies: 
Graduate Student Requirements 
Graduate students are expected to complete one assignment in addition to the regular class assignments. Graduate 
students will be required to complete a case study in addition to the assigned projects and presentations. A handout 
explaining this project will be discussed in class. 
Class Participation and Attendance 
Active participation in class projects, discussions, and group assignments is expected of all students. Students will 
be assigned case studies, group projects, and individual assignments to facilitate preparation for class. Attendance 
and meaningful participation will have a positive impact on a students' grade in borderline situations. 
Exams 
All students will be required to take all exams at the times and dates specified on the course outline. If for some 
very serious unforeseen reason a student is unable to take an exam at the specified time and date, he or she must 
notifY the instructor prior to the due date or exam. 
Assignments 
All assignments are due at the beginning of class on the dates specified on the course outline. Assignments received 
after that time are subject to penalty. If for some very serious unforeseen reason a student is unable to hand in an 
assignment on the due date, he or she must notifY the instructor prior to the due date or exam. Extensions will only 
be granted in the case of a medical emergency or other extraordinary event. Due dates listed on the course outline 
will be strictly enforced. 
Written Assignments 
Each student is required to follow the APA guidelines when submitting written work (e.g. 1" margins, 12-point font, 
and list of references.) Up to 20% of points on each assignment submitted may be taken off because of poor 
grammar, spelling, or punctuation. All assignments must be written using a word processor and be printed on laser 
quality printer. 
Homework Assignments/Participation Assignments 
Throughout the term several short projects will be assigned for students to complete for class or present in class. In 
addition, there will be several projects students will do in class for participation credit. 
Presentations 
Each student-team will present their proposal to the class. Each presentation will be no less than 20 minutes and no 
more than 25 minutes in length. Presentations should be prepared in a professional, business manner and include 
appropriate attire, use of visual aids, technology or other graphic materials, which normally enhance presentations. 
Technology Expectations 
Assignments are to be word-processed. Continuing and regular use of e-mail is expected. 
Cell Phones/Pagers 
All cell phones and pagers must be on silent notification during class- if a cell phone or pager cannot be set on silent 
notification, it must be left outside of the classroom. The instructor can grant an individual waiver to this policy in 
the case of an emergency or extenuating circumstances. Please double-check your phone/pager prior to every class 
to ensure such silencing. Thanks in advance for your cooperation. 
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Attendance Policy 
1 Regular attendance and participation is expected of all students. However, 
documented University approved activities only if representing EKU will be excused 
and not counted toward absences. Failure to notify the professor of an authorized 
absence in advance will result in the absence being counted as an unauthorized 
absence. Any excused absence will count toward the student's attendance (see 2.), but 
the student will be able to make up the missed work. Excused absences will be 
determined based on the following: 
a. Participation in an activity appearing on the University's authorized activity 
list. 
b. Death or major illness in a student's immediate family 
c. Illness of a dependent family member 
d. Participation in legal proceedings or administrative procedures that require a 
student's presence 
e. Religious Holy Day 
f. Illness that is too severe or contagious for the student to attend class (to be 
determined by Health Center or off campus physician) 
g. Required participation in military duty 
h. Mandatory admission interviews for professional or graduate school which 
cannot be rescheduled 
The professor reserves the right to change the format and/or content of any and all 
make-up work. 
2 Absences in excess of 20 percent is cause for failure of the class. The Department 
of Exercise and Sport Science attendance policy applies regarding missed work. 
3 Roll is taken every class period. Repeated late arrivals (more than 5 minutes past the 
scheduled start time) will be treated as unexcused absences and may be the cause for 
failure of the class. Each student should understand that chronic late arrival to class 
would adversely affect the student's final grade. It is understood that lateness 
sometimes is unavoidable, however, since this behavior distracts the entire class, it is 
considered to be a serious matter. Regardless, on exercise days, failure to be "ready" 
to exercise on time will be considered an unauthorized absence. 
4 Any student missing an examination without prior arrangement with the instructor 
will receive a zero grade for that quiz or examination. 
5 The last day to drop a class or to withdraw from the university may be found in the 
class schedule book and it is the responsibility of the student. 
Accommodations for Disabilities 
If there is any student in this class who is in need of academic accommodation and who is registered with the Office 
of Services for Students with Disabilities, please make an individual appointment with the course instructor to 
discuss accommodations. If you need academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services 
for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office directly either in person in the Student Services Building 
or by telephone at 622-1500 V/ITY. Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative 
forms. 
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POSTPONED
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) Department Name Exercise and Sport Science 
X New Course (Parts II, IV) College Health Science 
1----
Course Revision (Parts II, IV} *Course Prefix & Number PHE 805 
1----
~ 
Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters) Including Dance in the P-12 Curriculum 
New Program (Part Ill) *Program Title 
-
Program Revision (Part Ill} (Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
- Program Suspended (Part Ill} *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date Date 
Departmental Committee 8-31-05 Graduate Council* 4/12/06 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? YES NO X Council on Academic Affairs 
College Curriculum Committee 9/21/05 Approved_ Disapproved _. 
General Education Committee* NA Faculty Senate** NA 
Teacher Education Committee* NA Board of Regents** NA 
Council on Postsecondary Edu. *** NA 
*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.) 
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: To introduce a new course that had previously been taught under a Special 
Topics number PHE 790. 
A. 2. Effective date: Spring 2007 
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
B. The justification for this action: 
Over the last three summers this course has been offered on a trial basis and has been very well received. Dance is 
one of the four arts that are to be taught in the P-12 school system yet none of the teacher preparatory programs 
include a dance education class in their curriculum. Teachers of all grade and specialties learn how to include the 
Dance Core Content within their own curriculum. 
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: No change. 
Operating Expenses Impact: No change 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: No new space or equipment will be needed. 
Library Resources: no change 
Part II. Recordin Data for New, Revised, or Dro ed Course 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
PHE 805 Including Dance in the P-12 Curriculum (3) A. The course teaches the basic dance concepts and skills that 
are to be covered in the P-12 school curriculum. Teachers of all levels and specialties learn how to include dance 
in their own curriculum. Folk/social, ethnic and art forms of dance are covered. No previous dance experience is 
necessary 
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Part IV. Recording Data for New or Revised Course (Record only new or changed course information.) 
Dept. letters)* 
AS JS ESSC 
BT EM 
ED PC 
HS_X_ 
um No. of Hrs. 
Lecture_L Other 
two digits on 13 
' if any: (undergraduate only) 
rading Information: Course 
gibfe for IP (in-progress 
1--------+--------i ....... ,..,,.,:ng) for: Check all applicable 
FR JR 
so SR 
FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
Date of data entry 
------~ -------------
Data entry person 
------~ -----------
(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade 
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D ·.) 
General Education Category: (Check as many as apply.) 
I. 01 fl. 05 Ill. 09 IV. 13 v. 17 VI. 20 
-02 06 10 14 18 21 
03 07 11 15 19 
-- -04 08 12 16 
NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form. 
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES 
DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE AND SPORTS SCIENCE 
A. PilE 805 (3) Graduate -INCLUDING DANCE IN THE P-12 CURRICULUM 
Prerequisites- None 
Professor: Dr. Marianne McAdam 
B PURPOSE OF THE COURSE 
The course teaches the basic dance concepts and skills that are to be covered in the P-12 school curriculum. 
Teachers of all levels and specialties learn how to include dance in their own curriculum. Folk/social, ethnic 
and art forms of dance are covered. 
C. TEXTS 
Required 
Gilbert, Ann Green. (1992). Creative Dance for All Ages, Reston, VA: 
AAHPERD 
Hanna, Judith Lynne (1999). Partnering Dance and Education. Champaign, IL., Human Kinetics. 
Optional 
Harris, Jane A., et al. (1988). Dance A While, 6th edition, New York, NY: Macmillan. 
D. COURSE OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of the course students will be able to: 
Articulate the importance of dance in a student's education. 
Describe how a teacher can use dance to enrich his/her curriculum. 
Teach basic folk/social dance and be able to learn dances using available resources. 
Teach basic creative/modern forms of dance and guide the children into creating their own products. 
Assess resources available for teaching dance. 
Explain the importance of dance from a cultural perspective 
Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of dance as an art form. 
Explain what is required from the Dance Core Content and Program of Studies for the grade level 
that the teacher is responsible. 
E. COURSE CONTENT 
Format is a mix of the following activities/movement -folk/social dance and creative/modem dance, video, 
lecture/discussion and peer teaching. 
KY Dance Core Content for Assessment will be covered - Emphasis on particular content will vary 
according to the needs of the Teachers and students enrolled 
Possible Topics include: 
Folk/Social 
Teaching Methods, Cultural Information and Resources for: 
International, American Folk 
Square/Contra 
Social- Swing, Salsa, Merengue, Cha Cha., Waltz 
Integrating folk/social in the curriculum 
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Ethnic Dance 
Teaching Methods, Cultural Perspective and Resources for: 
American Indian 
African 
Japanese 
Others by request 
Integration ethnic dance in the curriculum 
Dance as an Art Form 
Teaching Methods and Basic Skills for Creative Dance 
Exposure to Dance Forms- Modem, Ballet, Tap, Jazz 
History of the dance forms/ resources 
Integrating artistic dance in the curriculum 
F. ASSIGNMENTS 
5 Lesson Plans- 500 points 
Lesson Plans need to be very through and detailed and address 3 different elements from the KY Core 
Content for Dance. One of these lessons will be taught to the class 
2 Take home tests - 300 points 
Tests are based on the Hanna book; Partnering Dance and Education as well as videos seen in class 
Homework & Presentations - 200% 
Homework-
50 points -Internet Assignment 
Find the following sources on the Internet and print off something you could use in your teaching from each site. 
KY Dept ofEducation- Dance Core Content & Program of Studies 
KET Arts and Humanities resources 
Arts Edge and PE Central 
Find 5 other internet sites for dance resources 
50 points -Peer Teaching 
Teach one of your lesson plans to the group 
50 points - Attend a Social or Artistic Dance Event and submit a critique 
If this is not possible - you may also watch a dance video for this assignment 
50 points - Present a Chapter from the Hanna book to the class 
G. ASSESSMENT- Progress can be followed on Blackboard 
Grading Scale 
PHE790 
A 930- 1000 
B 830-929 
c 730-829 
D 630-729 
F below 630 
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H. STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 
If there is any student in this class who is in need of academic accommodations and who is registered with 
the Office of Services for Students with Disabilities, please make an individual appointment with the course 
instructor to discuss accommodations. Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in 
alternative forms. If any student who is not registered with the Office of Students with Disabilities has need of 
academic accommodations, please contact the Office directly either in person on the first floor of the Turley 
House or by telephone at 622-1500. 
I. ATTENDANCE POLICY 
Attendance is very important since so much of what we learn is experiential. More than ONE absence will 
lower the final grade by 50 points. More than 3 absences will result in failure of the class since this is an 
intense, 2 week workshop. It will be up to the individual to find out what was missed and how you might make 
it up. 
J. CONTACT INFORMATION 
Dr. Marianne McAdam 
Office Hours- 10-12 M-F 
Office- Weaver Dance Studio, 622-1901: e-mail marianne.mcadam@eku.edu 
Home - 623-8258 cell 859 582 0768 
Secretary -Moberly Bldg. Connie 622-1887 or Linda 622-8139 
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POSTPONED
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.)art 1 
(Check one) Department Name Exercise and Sport Science 
x New Course (Parts II, IV) College Health Sciences 
1----
Course Revision (Parts II, IV) *Course Prefix & Number PHE 810 
1----
Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters) Financial Aspects of Sport 
1----
New Program (Part Ill) *Program Title 
- Program Revision (Part Ill) (Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate_) 
- Program Suspended (Part Ill) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date Date 
Departmental Committee 8-31-05 Graduate Council* 4/12/06 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? Yes****l I N~ X I Council on Academic Affairs 
College Curriculum Committee 9/21/05 Approved Disapproved 
-- --
General Education Committee* NA Faculty Senate** NA 
Teacher Education Committee* NA Board of Regents** NA 
Council on Postsecondary Edu. *** NA 
*If Applicable (Type NA if not applicable.) 
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****If "yes", SACS must be notified before implementation. Please contact EKU's Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
Completion of A, B, and Cis required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To add a new course (as elective)- PHE 810 to our graduate program in sports administration 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) 
Spring 2007 
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
B. The justification for this action: 
PHE 810 will be an important addition to the graduate program that will better meet students' needs and NASSM 
accreditation standards. 
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: None 
Operating Expenses Impact: None 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None 
Library Resources: None 
Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course 
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.) 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use stril~ethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
PHE 810 Financial Aspects of Sport (3) A Study of the principles, practices, and theories associated with finance planning and 
management of enterprises engaged in the provision of sport related services and/or products. Topics include budget planning and 
preparation, preparing and analyzing financial statements, revenue sources, money management, preparation of business plans 
and feasibility studies. 
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Part IV. Recording Data for New or Revised Course (Record only new or changed course information.) 
Lecture _g__ Other 
Grading Mode* 
General Education Category: (Check as many as apply.) 
I. 01 II. 05 II I. 09 IV. 
02 06 10 
03 07 11 
04 08 12 
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Dept ( 4 letters)* 
AS JS ESSC 
BT EM 
ED PC 
HS_x_ 
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs. 
----~ 
FR so __ _ JR SR--
FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
Date of data entry-------
Data entry person -------
(Specific minimum grade 
(Specific minimum grade 
13 v. 17 VI. 20 
14 18 21 
15 19 
16 
8/9/2006 
PHE 810-Financial Aspects of Sport 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
Course Syllabus-Fall 2005 
Wednesday Night 6:00-8:45 
Instructor: Dr. Wardell Johnson 
Moberly Bldg-Rm# 212 
Office hours: By appointment 
Moberly Office; Second Floor 
Office #: 859-622-8139 
859-622-5895 (office) 
859-361-7321-cell 
wardell.johnson@eku.edu 
Text: Financing Sport 2nd Edition. Dennis R. Howard, John L. Crompton: Fitness Information Technology, A 
Division of The International Center for Performance Excellence. 
Course Description: 
The primary goal of this course is to provide students (interested in pursuing a career in the sport management 
field) a basic knowledge and understanding of the principles, processes and strategies related to the fmancial aspects 
of operating organizations. These organizations have a mission that involves the provision of sport related services 
and/or products. The course will address basic concepts of financial management and planning, budgeting 
approaches and strategies, and innovative and traditional revenue acquisition methods applicable to sport oriented 
organizations. 
Course Objectives: 
1. To acquire an understanding of the financial challenges facing college and professional sports in the new 
millennium. 
2. To acquire an awareness and understanding of the major social and economic issues confronting sport 
managers. 
3. To acquire an understanding of primary strategies for income generation and cost containment related to 
the management of sport enterprises. 
4. To develop a basic understanding of how sport enterprises impact the economy of the communities in 
which they operate. 
5. To acquire an understanding of corporate sponsorship as a strategy for financing sport enterprises and to 
become aware of the advantages and disadvantages associated with corporate sponsorship. 
Course Format: 
This course has been designed to emphasize problem solving by providing students the opportunities to apply 
knowledge, concepts and principles generated from class lectures, discussions, readings and guest speakers. 
Course Requirements: 
1. Prepare a detailed proposal to solicit corporate sponsorship for a sports event or enterprise. (65 pts.) or, 
2. Prepare an in-depth paper on a specific issue or problem related to some aspect of sport finance. (35 
pts) .... Make a 20 minute-30 minute class presentation based on the sponsorship proposal. (35 pts.)and 
3. Participate in and contribute to class meeting and discussions. This is Mandatmy! 
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Grading: 
A=90-100 
B=80-89 
C=70-79 
D=60-69 
Required Readings: 
Street & Smith SportsBusiness Journal 
NOTE: Various assigrunents will be made throughout the semester depending on class knowledge. You will be 
required to make presentations to the class, write extensively on topics related to the fmancial aspects of 
sport/athletics. This is what will be required of you upon employment in the industry. Due dates will be determined 
during class periods. 
Mid-term/Final: Mid-term-A one page summary of your chosen topic of interest to be submitted to instructor. Prior 
approval of topic (from instructor) is required. Final-Major paper due at end of semester; 15-20 pages minimum. 
Disability Statement: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make 
an appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic 
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact 
the Office directly either in person on the first floor or the Turley House or by telephone at (859) 622-1500 V/tty. 
Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms. 
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POSTPONED
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) Department Name Exercise and Sport Science 
IX New Course (Parts II, IV) College Health Sciences 
t---
Course Revision (Parts II, IV) *Course Prefix & Number PHE 840 
t---
Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters) Disability Sport and Rehabilitation 
t---
'---
New Program (Part Ill) *Program Title 
Program Revision (Part Ill) (Major_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate_) 
t---
Program Suspended (Part Ill) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date Date 
Departmental Committee 8-31-05 Graduate Council* 4/12/06 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change? Yes****l I N3 X I Council on Academic Affairs 
College Curriculum Committee 9/21/05 Approved Disapproved 
--
--
General Education Committee* NA Faculty Senate** NA 
Teacher Education Committee* NA Board of Regents** NA 
Council on Postsecondary Edu. *** NA 
*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.) 
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****lf "yes", SACS must be notified before implementation. Please contact EKU's Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To add a new course (as elective)- PHE 840 to our graduate program in exercise and sport science 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) 
Spring 2007 
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
B. The justification for this action: 
PHE 840 will be an important addition to the graduate program that will better meet students' needs. 
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: None 
Operating Expenses Impact: None 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None 
library Resources: None 
Part IT. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course 
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.) 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
PHE 840 Disability Sport and Rehabilitation (3) A. A comprehensive and practical examination of the past, present, and 
future of disability sport. The rehabilitation of individuals from chronic conditions such as stroke, multiple sclerosis, arthritis, 
chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia will be studied. 
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Lecturel___ Other 
Grading Mode* 
each schedule 
rading Information: Course 
ible for IP (in-progress 
r-------1---------1--y~,. ng) for: Check all applicable 
College/Division: Dept. ( 4 letters)* 
HS_x_ 
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs. 
------1 
FR so __ _ JR SR--
FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
Date of data entry 
------~ -------------
Data entry person 
------~ ----------
I. 01 
02 
03 
04 
only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) 
()following courses. Default grade is D ·.) 
Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum 
courses. Default grade is D-.) 
II. 05 Ill. 09 IV. 13 v. 
06 10 14 
07 11 15 
--08 12 16 
NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form. 
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17 VI. 20 
18 21 
19 
8/9/2006 
Instructor: Louisa S. DeBolt, Ph.D. 
Office: Moberly 224 
Office Hours: MTWR 12:00 PM- 4:00PM 
Phone: 622-1891 
I E-mail: louisa.debolt@eku.edu 
Course name & number: PHE 840 
Course Description: The focus of the course will be to: 1) use exercise and physical activity as a means of improving 
the quality of life for persons with chronic conditions, and 2) provide an understanding of the issues and 
opportunities available in disability sport 
Objectives: Upon the conclusion of the course the student will be able to: 
Recognize the value of therapeutic exercise and physical activity for everyone, including adults with disabilties and 
chronic conditions. 
1) Recognize the need for quality community based physical activity and recreational programs for persons 
with disabilities. 
2) Students will have the ability to seek out physical activity programs in the area that cater to individuals 
with special conditions. 
3) Students will have the ability to seek out disability sport programs in the area that cater to persons with 
disabilities. 
4) Describe and apply appropriate strategies for individualizing instruction for persons with special conditions 
(total knee replacement, total hip replacement, diabetes, orthopedic conditions, ... ). 
5) Develop an understanding of disability sport organizations. 
Instructional media and methods: Conventionally structured lectures and discussion sessions, and outside readings 
will be utilized. 
Required Text: 
1. ACSM'S Exercise Management for persons with chronic diseases and disabilities (2nd edition). Human 
Kinetics, Champaign II. 
2. DePauw, K. & Gavron, S. (2004). Disability sport (2nd edition). Human Kinetics, Champaign II. 
Practical Experience: An important aspect of the course is the practical opportunities gained in conjunction with 
classroom experience in this course. EACH student is responsible to work in a therapeutic exercise setting for 
persons with special conditions. A total of 8 hours of will be scheduled during class. Students must attend 7/8 
exercise sessions. Each exercise session missed after one (1 ), will lower the students' grade by one full grade. 
EXERCISE RECOMMENDATIONS. Using the textbooks and other materials, you will be asked to update 
additional exercises for 3 participants in the program. Each evaluation and recommendation will be worth 25 points 
per participant. 
DISABILITY SPORT PAPER. 
Each student will write an 8-10 page paper on any topic of interest related to disability sport. 
• (12 point, Times New Roman font, 1,25" left and right margins, 1.0" top and bottom margin) 
• a short description and outline of the topic must be turned in to the instructor on Tuesday May 24th 
• The research paper must have at least 8 references. At least 4 of the 8 references must come from refereed 
journals or articles, the other 4 may come from internet sources. 
• The paper should include: 1) choosing a disability sport (e.g. blind golf, blind mountain biking, wheelchair 
tennis) 2) choosing a sport and researching the frequency and locations oflocal, state, regional, national 
and international competitions. Wheelchair basketball and Goa/ball are NOT available as disability sport 
topics. 
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I 
GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
• All graduate students will be expected to PREP ARE a Powerpoint presentation from the paper on 
disability sport. 
• Using PowerPoint, prepare for a 10-15 minute oral presentation on your topic. 
• Do to the restricted amount of time, students WILL NOT do the oral presentation, but will turn in a copy 
of the slide handout (6 slides per page). 
• You need a minimum of 10 slides, but not more than 13. 
• Presentations will be graded on font size, font color, graphics, and content. Please remember during oral 
presentations, each slide should only have 3-4 main points. 
PHE 790 Grades will be determined as follows: 
Paper outline 
Paper 
30 
100 
Powerpoint presentation 
1 Quiz 
Exam 1 75 
Exam2 75 
Exercise recommendations 
50 
points 
points 
75 
Attendance 5 points X 13 
500 
A= 500-450 
B = 400-449 
c = 350-399 
D = 300-349 
points 
points 
50 
points 
points 
65 
6% 
20% 
points 
10% 
15% 
10% 
15% 
points 
100% 
10% 
13°/o 
PHE 590 Grades will be determined the same as above except the paper will be worth 150 points or 30% of the 
grade. 
Academic dishonesty will not be tolerated. A complete description of academic dishonesty can be found in the 
"Student Life Policy and Regulations." Students found in violation of these regulations will be reported to 
Department Chair and treated according to the procedures of Eastern Kentucky University. PLEASE DO NOT 
PLAGARIZE, CITE YOUR REFERENCES. 
Student expectations. Students are expected to participate and attend in all classes. Students are expected to: Arrive 
on time, and to listen while others are speaking. Classroom discussions not related to class will not be tolerated. 
Talking in class while others (instructor and students) will not be tolerated. As according to university policy 
students' disruption class will be asked to leave. 
Students with Disabilities - If there is any student in this class who is in need of academic accommodations and who 
is registered with the Office of Services for Students with Disabilities, please make individual appointment with the 
course instructor to discuss accommodations. Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in 
alternative forms. If any student who is not registered with the Office of Services for Students with Disabilities has 
need of academic accommodations, please contact the Office of Services for Students with Disabilities has need of 
academic accommodations, please contact the Office directly either in person on the first floor of Turley house. 
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Intro/syllabus 
Ex. Plans 
Fitness intro 
Orthopedic 
Conditions Lab 
Paralympics 
Exercise 
Orthopedic 
Conditions Lab 
Exercise 
Research Paper due 
Kentucky 
Organizations 
Low Back Pain 
Osteoarthritis & Rheumatoid 
Arthritis 
*Aquatic therapy 
Meet at Weaver Pool 
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Exercise 
Exam#l 
Exercise 
Quiz#2 on 
disability sport 
8/9/2006 
POSTPONED
Curriculum Change Form 
(Present only one proposed curriculum change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Part I 
(Check one) 
New Course (Parts II, IV) 
-
Department Name 
College 
Course Revision (Parts II, IV} *Course Prefix & Number 
- Course Dropped (Part II) *Course Title (30 characters) 
-
Exercise and Sport Science 
Health Sciences 
r---
New Program (Part Ill) *Program Title Physical Education- Option in Sports Administration 
x Program Revision (Part Ill) (Major ___K_, Option __K_; Minor_; or Certificate_) 
!---
Program Suspended (Part Ill) *Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Proposal Approved by: Date 
Departmental Committee 9-7-05 
Is this a SACS Substantive Change?_Y_e_s_*-**-,*1-... 1-N-01---x--1 
College Curriculum Committee 9/21/05 
----------------General Education Committee* NA 
----------------
Teacher Education Committee* NA 
----------------
Graduate Council* 
Council on Academic Affairs 
Approved __ Disapproved 
Faculty Senate** 
Board of Regents** 
Date 
4/12/06 
NA 
NA 
Council on Postsecondary Edu. *** NA 
----------1 
*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.) 
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs 
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program 
****If "yes", SACS must be notified before implementation. Please contact EKU's Office of Institutional Effectiveness. 
Completion of A, B, and CIS required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
To substitute PHE 730 for PUB 730. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) 
Spring 2007 
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable) 
N/A 
B. Thejustification for this action: 
PUB 730 will no longer be offered. PHE 730 will be the identical course used to replace PUB 730. 
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: 
Personnel Impact: 
Current faculty within the department will teach the course. Course(s) dropped by the faculty in order to teach PHE 
730 will be taught by graduate assistants and/or part-time faculty. 
Operating Expenses Impact: 
None 
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: 
None 
Library Resources: 
None 
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Part Ill. Recordin Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Pro ram 
10. For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed. 
11. For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and 
underlines for additions. 
12. For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options 
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension. 
New or Revised* Program Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
Exercise and Sport Science Foundations 18 hours 
PHE 800 or EDF 869 and select 15 additional hours from: 
PHE 762, 810, 812, 814, 821, 822, 823, 825, 831, 833, 840, 848, 851, 
852, 865, 869, 875, 891, 895. 
Select one of the following options ........ 12 hours 
Exercise and Sport Science Option 
Select one 800 level PHE course (3 hours) plus nine hours of 
........................................... ; ............. PHE 700 and/or 800 level courses.* 
Sports Administration Option 
PHE 835, PUB 730, PHE730 and PHE 870 (6 hours) or PHE 839 (6 hours). 
Exercise and Wellness Option 
PHE 812, NFA 717, PHE 871 (6 hours). 
Total Requirements ................................ 30 hours 
*A maximum of nine hours of 700 level course works is allowed. 
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X 08-17-06
Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program 
13. For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed. 
14. For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and 
underlines for additions. 
15. For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options 
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension. 
New or Revised* Program Text 
{*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
MEDICAL ASSISTING PRACTICE 
The Medical Assisting Practice program considers students 
for admission in both the fall and spring semesters. Admission is 
contingent upon enrollment in Eastern Kentucky University and 
the College of Health Sciences. 
The associate degree program in Medical Assisting 
Technology prepares individuals to work in administrative and 
clinical areas of the ambulatory health care setting. Upon 
completion of the program, graduates are eligible to take the 
AAMA CMA Certification/Recertification examination 
administered by the American Association of Medical Assistants in 
conjunction with the National Board of Medical Examiners. 
The baccalaureate degree program in Medical Practice 
Management is available to students who have completed an 
associate degree in Medical Assisting Technology. As a medical 
practice management major, students acquire the skills necessary to 
administer ambulatory healthcare facilities by improving efficiency 
and assuring the quality of services provided. 
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X 08-17-06
Part IV. Recording Data for New or Revised Course (Record only new or changed course information.) 
Lecture _g_ 
Grading Mode* 
rading Information: Course 
igible for IP (in-progress 
1-------+---------i ... ~ .... ,.,ing) for: Check all applicable 
College/Division: 
BT EM 
ED PC 
HS)( 
FR so __ _ 
(4 letters)* 
Hrs. 
-----1 
JR 
SR--
FOR BANNER USE ONLY 
Date of data entry 
-----~ --------Internship 
----~ Independent t---------+-----------i 
(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade 
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.) 
(Specific minimum grade 
Proposed General Education Block: Please mark (X) in the appropriate Block or Blocks (e.g. - IVB(3) X). 
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Eastern Kentucky University 
Department of Occupational Therapy 
OTS 301Z Practicum in Occupational Science I 
Fall2006 
Instructors: 
Office Hours: 
Sections: 
Credits: 3 
Catalog Description: 
Pre-requisite OTS 201 or 203; Pre- or co-requisite: OTS 311. 'Community experience focusing on development of 
professional identity. Seminar, self-reflection and portfolio development designed to integrate knowledge of self as 
creative and active occupational being. 
Course Objectives: 
Upon completion of the course, the learner will: 
1. Reflect on his/her professional behaviors and group membership roles within the context of a community 
experience. 
2. Demonstrate and reflect on leadership skills used during a community experience. 
3. Participate in a contextually relevant, community-based health and human service experience and reflect on its 
relation to his/her own experiences, concurrent course content, and curriculum themes. 
4. Identify and discuss the evidence that supports the use of occupation. 
5. Demonstrate achievement of competency in curricular themes focusing on professional identity 
through portfolio development. 
Required Text: 
Hasselkus, B. R. (2002). The meaning of everyday occupation. Thorofare, NJ: Slack. 
Additional readings will be assigned and will be available through Blackboard. 
Course Requirements: 
All requirements must be completed to pass this course. 
Interview of occupational therapist and client 
Article review discussion leader 
Final 
Recitation guides 
Seminar participation and attendance 
Community leadership activity 
Portfolio 
Grading Practices: 
20% 
20% 
20% 
15% 
15% 
10% 
Pass or Fail 
All assignments will be graded using the following scale. Grades will be maintained in Blackboard where you can 
monitor your grade at any time. There is no rounding of grades. 
90-100 A 
80-89 B 
70-79 c 
60-69 D 
59 and below F 
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Student Progress: 
A minimum of 2 meetings will be scheduled between the instructor and student to review progress. 
Important Dates: 
Midterm grades are determined by participation and work completed by****. 
The last day to withdraw from the course is ****. 
Attendance: 
The student is an active learner and benefits from full class attendance and participation. The student will notifY the 
course instructor prior to class when he/she will be absent due to illness. The student is expected to be prompt for 
class. The course is run via discussion/seminar style. If you do not attend, it is difficult to make up the session. 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Statement: 
If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an appointment with 
the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic accommodations and 
are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on the third 
floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. 
Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms. 
Academic Honesty: 
Students are expected to abide by EKU's Academic Honesty Policy. A copy of the policy, including definitions, 
descriptions, and institutional procedures, is available in the University Handbook for Students beginning on page 
21 and is located at http://www.studentaffairs.eku.edu/Student%20Handbook.pdf. 
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Overview of Course Requirements 
Interview ofOccnpationai Therapist and Client (20%): Therapists and clients have agreed to be interviewed by 
student pairs. You will interview the therapist to understand the nature of her/his work and to understand the 
meaning of occupation within an occupational therapy setting. The client's interview will help you understand 
her/his meaning of occupation as experienced through a therapy relationship. Written reports will be the product of 
the interviews. Class discussions will pull together the interview results as related to readings. 
Article Review Discussion Leader (20% ): You will work with the instructor to select an article that contributes to 
one of the chapters in the book Your responsibility will be to present the article to your classmates and facilitate a 
class discussion about the connection between the article and the constructs related to occupation found in the 
chapter in the book. Over the semester, these discussions will assist the class in creating a picture of our beliefs 
about the meaning of occupation. 
Final (20% ): There will be a final exam in the class. You will view a movie ahead of the fmal exam time. When 
you come for the final, you will be given a set of essay questions related to occupation constructs observed in the 
movie and what you have learned about those constructs over the course of the semester from your text and from 
class discussions. 
Recitation Guides (15%): With assigned readings, you will be asked to complete a written preparation answering 
questions about concepts and views presented. You will bring the completed recitation guides to class, use them to 
facilitate your participation in the class discussions, and turn them in prior to leaving the classroom. 
Seminar Participation and Attendance (15%): On a regular basis, the course instructor will evaluate your 
participation in the classroom using an established set of criteria of which you will be aware. Attendance and being 
on time will be evaluated by assigning points to the criteria with deductions for each absence and late arrivals. 
Community Leadership Activity (10%): You will be required to lead a group of3 or more people in a community 
service activity of your choosing. It will be up to you to make arrangements, prepare the group, and facilitate the 
group's participation. There will be pre- and post-self-evaluation, as well as a peer evaluation, of your leadership 
qualities. 
Portfolio (PIF): Throughout the semester you will maintain a record and analyze significant learning/experiential 
activities related to the curriculum theme outcomes and sub-outcomes for Cycle 1. You will maintain a record of 
feedback Toward the end of the semester, you will do 2 reflections and self-evaluations around the outcomes. 
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Eastern Kentucky University 
Department of Occupational Therapy 
OTS 301Z Practicum in Occupational Science I 
Fall 2006 Tentative Course Outline 
Date Topic Preparation/Assignments 
Week 1 Introduction 
Aug23 Introduce constructs (*) 
Professional classroom behaviors 
Leadershi~ review and assignment 
Week2 The Origins of Occupation and 'Work" Wilcock Chapter 2 
Aug 30 Interview assignment (*Occupatiof'l) Recitation Guide 1 due 
Week3 Origins (continued) (*Work) Assigned articles TBA 
Sept6 Recitation Guide 2 due 
Week4 Portfolio assignment review 
Sept 13 
Weeks 5 Meaning in Occupation (*Occupation) Hasselkus Chapter 1 
Sept20 Recitation Guide 3 due 
Week6 Meaning in occupation (continued) Hasselkus Chapter 2 
Sept27 Article review due for Pair A 
Recitation Guide 4 due 
Week? No class; individual meetings with instructor Leadership assignment 
Oct 3-7 Interview assignment Part 1 
WeekS Tuesday, October 11, Fall Break 
Oct 11 
Week9 Sources of meaning (*Context- space and Hasselkus Chapter 3 
Oct 18 place) Article review due for Pair B 
Recitation Guide 5 due 
Interview assignment Part 2 
Week 10 Culture and occupation (*Culture} Hasselkus Chapter 4 
Oct25 Article review for Pair C 
Recitation Guide 6 due 
Week 11 Occupation as a source of well-being (*Well- Hasselkus Chapter 5 
Nov 1 being and Quality of life; balance) Article review for Pair D 
Recitation Guide 7 due 
Week 12 Occupation and Disability (*Well-being and Hasselkus Chapter 6 
Nova Quality of life) Article review for Pair E 
Review portfolio work on reflections Recitation Guide 8 due 
Week 13 Occupation and others (*Connectedness) Hasselkus Chapter 7 
Nov 15 Article review for Pair F 
Recitation Guide 9 due 
Week 14 Occupation and spirituality (*Spirituality) Hasselkus Chapter 8 
Nov22 Article review for Pair G 
Recitation Guide 10 due 
Week 15 Occupation as a source of meaning Hassefkus Chapter 9 
Nov29 Review constructs Portfolio Reflections 
Week 16 No class; individual meetings with instructor 
Dec 5-9 
Finals Week Final Exam- 8:00-10:00 
Dec 13 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
feollege 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change - Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Occupational Therapy 
Health Sciences 
OTS 312 
Occupation by Design 
(Major _2L, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposaL 
Original Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
. Completion of A is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
4/11/06 
A. 1. Specific action requested: {Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Change course offering time for Banner to Fall 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) 
Spring 2007 
Part II. Recording Data for Revised Course 
4. For a revised course, provide {a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use stril<eout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
OTS 312 Occupation by Design. (3) A. I. An examination of problem solving strategies related to 
occupation. Initial use of basic problem solving methods progressing to complex design strategies 
required in occupation-based intervention. 
Part Ill. Recording Data for Revised Program 
1. For a revised program, provide {a) the current program requirements and (b) the revised program, reflecting 
the exact changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Program 
{*Use strikeeut for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
College 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change - Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Occupational Therapy 
Health Sciences 
OTS 362 
Human Motion for Activity 
(Major ...l:L. Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Original Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
Completion of A is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
4/11/06 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Change course offering time for Banner to Spring. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) 
Spring 2007 
Part II. Recording Data for Revised Course 
5. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
OTS 362 Human Motion for Activity. (3) I, II. Prerequisite: 810 271. Kinetics of the 
musculoskeletal system in relation to occupational performance skills. Included are evaluation 
procedures for muscle strength, range of motion, biomechanical analysis, and hand function. 2 
Lec/2 Lab. 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
College 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change- Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Occupational Therapy 
Health Sciences 
OTS 421 
Occupation Across the Lifespan 
(Major _l:L, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
priginal Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
CompletiOn of A is required: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
4/11106 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Change course offering time for Banner to Spring. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) 
Spring 2007 
Part II. Recording Data for Revised Course 
6. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
OTS 421 Occupation Across the Lifespan. (3) A. II Course examines the biophysical, cognitive 
and psychosocial development of a person as an occupational being. Content includes engagement in 
productive, restorative and pleasurable occupations over the lifespan. 
Part Ill. Recording Data for Revised Program 
1. For a revised program, provide (a) the current program requirements and (b) the revised program, reflecting 
the exact changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Program 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
College 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change - Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Occupational Therapy 
Health Sciences 
OTS 432 
Research in Occupation 
(Major _L, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
!*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
priginal Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
. . CompletiOn of A IS requrred: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
4111106 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Change course offering time for Banner to both Fall and Spring. 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) 
Fall 2006 and Spring 2007 
Part II. Recording Data for Revised Course 
7. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b} the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
OTS 432 Research in Occupation. (4) I, II. Prerequisite: STA 215. Students will learn to be 
consumers and participants in qualitative and quantitative research examine methods of research design, 
data collection, and prepare a research prospectus related to occupational science. Apply statistical 
methods to the study of occupation. 
Part Ill. Recording Data for Revised Program 
1. For a revised program, provide (a) the current program requirements and (b) the revised program, reflecting 
the exact changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Program 
{*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
College 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change- Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Occupational Therapy 
Health Sciences 
OTS 845 
Health System Fieldwork 
(Major _x_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
!Original Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
CompletiOn of A is requrred: (Please be specific, but concise.) 
4/11/06 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Change course offering for Banner to Spring 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall2001) 
Spring2007 
Part IT. Recording Data for Revised Course 
8. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
chanQes beinQ proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
{*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
OTS 845 Health Systems Fieldwork. (6) A. II Prerequisite: OTS 831. Equivalent oftwelve weeks 
of supervised experience in providing occupation-based evaluation and intervention in health systems. 
Course includes on-line reflective seminar. 
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Informational Item Only
Part I 
Department Name 
College 
*Course Prefix & Number 
*Course Title (30 characters) 
*Program Title 
Editorial Change- Curriculum Form 
(Present only one curriculum editorial change per form) 
(Complete only the section(s) applicable.) 
Occupational Therapy 
Health Sciences 
OTS 870 
Trends and Issues 
(Major ___lS_, Option _; Minor_; or Certificate _) 
*Provide only the information relevant to the proposal. 
Original Proposal Approved by the Council on Academic Affairs on Date: 
Completion of A is required: (Please be specific, blt concise.) 
4111/06 
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.) 
Change course offering time for Banner to Fall and Spring 
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001) 
Spring 2007 
Part II. Recording Data for Revised Course 
9. For a revised course, provide (a) the current catalog text and (b) the proposed text, reflecting the exact 
changes being proposed. 
New or Revised* Catalog Text 
(*Use strikeout for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.) 
OTS 870 Professional Trends and Issues in OT. (3)A. L II. Trends and issues impacting the 
occupational therapy profession. Advancement of professional roles of consultant, entrepreneur, educator, 
leader and researcher. 
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Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program 
16. For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed. 
17. For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and 
underlines for additions. 
18. For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options 
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension. 
New or Revised* Program Text 
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.) 
RECREATION AND PARK ADMINISTRATION (B.S.) 
CIP Code: 31.0301 
Major Requirements .............................................. 5.:1--57 56-60 hours 
Core ................................................................. 40 43 hours 
REC 101, 102, 163, 200, 263, 311, 350,401. 406, 410, 450, 
460, and 463 (12); current first aid CPR certification at time 
of graduation, and one of the following options: 
Options ............................................................ 13-17 hours 
Natural Resources & Outdoor Recreation 
.................................................................. 13 hours 
REC 190, 290, 380, 516, 530. 
Public/Non-Profit Recreation Services ........ 13 hours 
REC 190, 280, 530, and six hours from the 
following courses: POL 331, 332, 333, 377 or COM 390. 
Therapeutic Recreation ................................. 17 hours 
REC 190,411,511, 512; CHS 105; 810171 and 301. 
Tourism & Resort Recreation ....................... 15 hours 
REC 280, 380, 480; GEO 305; EHS 230. 
Supporting Course Requirements 
................................................................ 6-15 hours 
Supporting (All Options) ........................... 6 hrs. 
CMS 210; COM 320A plus two hours from the 
following courses: COM 3208, COM 3200, COM 
320E, COM 320F, COM 320G, or COM 320H. 
Additional Supporting courses required 
(Therapeutic Recreation option only) 
PSY200, 280, and 308 .......................... .. 9 hours 
General Education Requirements ...................... 39 or 45 hours 
Standard General Education Program, excluding block IC for 
all options and Block VIII (6 hours) for the Therapeutic 
Recreation option. Refer to Section Four of this Catalog for 
details on the General Education and University requirements. 
University Requirement ........................................ 1 hour 
HSO 100. 
Free Electives .......................................................... 13-20 24--23 hours 
Natural Resources & Outdoor Recreation .. 20 .2,3 hours 
Public/Non-Profit Recreation Services ........ 20 .23-hours 
Therapeutic Recreation ................................. 13 22 hours 
Tourism & Resort Recreation ....................... 18 2-1- hours 
Total Curriculum Requirements ................... :::: 128 hours 
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